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THIS REVIEW IS A SHOWCASE OF THE
OUTSTANDING MODELS AND PRACTICES
THAT MAKE UP THE INNOVATIVE
FINANCE ECOSYSTEM ACROSS AFRICA.
As this space has evolved over the past decade, there have been many
breakthroughs in the design and implementation of innovative finance,
and in advancing social innovation. During the five years
of the Bertha Centre’s existence, the Innovative Finance Initiative
has worked with social finance experts across the world and partnered
with government, enterprises, and investors to research, incubate and
test promising innovative finance models and vehicles across Africa.
The Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship is a
specialised unit at the UCT Graduate School of Business. Established
in partnership with the Bertha Foundation in 2011, it has become a
leading academic centre dedicated to advancing social innovation
and entrepreneurship. One of the priority areas of the centre’s work is
innovative finance.
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01 IntroduCtIon

to InnovAtIvE
FInAnCE

“dESIGn tHInKInG IS A ForMAL
MEtHod For PrACtICAL CrEAtIvE
rESoLutIon oF ProBLEMS And
CrEAtIon oF SoLutIonS, WItH
tHE IntEnt oF An IMProvEd
FuturE rESuLt.”

INNOVATIVE FINANCING IS AN APPROACH TO FUNDING ENTERPRISES AND
INTERVENTIONS THAT OPTIMIZES POSITIVE SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND FINANCIAL
IMPACT. IT USES ALL AVAILABLE FINANCIAL AND PHILANTHROPIC TOOLS TO SUPPORT
THE GROWTH OF THESE ENTERPRISES, INTERVENTIONS AND ENTREPRENEURS AND,
WHEN THE EXISTING TOOLS DON’T WORK, IT CREATES NEW ONES.

Aunnie Patton
Power,
Tine Fisker
Henriksen AND
Dr Sue de Witt

At the Bertha Centre for
Social Innovation and
Entrepreneurship, we believe
that a market where capital
is allocated on the basis of
optimising financial impact
has the power to catalyse
and scale social impact, align
public and private stakeholder
incentives and more effectively
distribute capital across the
philanthropic, mainstream and
governmental spectrum.
At the moment, our mainstream
capital markets are set up to
try and maximize financial
profits, and government and
philanthropic funding practices
are set up to try and maximize
social and environmental returns.
All of these funding flows suffer

from information asymmetry with
mainstream markets unable to
synthesize the value of positive
and negative externalities,
such as innovation and climate
change, into valuations and
government and philanthropic
funding lacking the necessary
data to measure and compare
the outcomes achieved by their
programs.
The movement towards
aligning markets around social,
environmental and financial
impact has grown significantly
in the past decade, spurred on
by very public failures of these
markets. The worldwide financial
crisis of the late 2000s showed
us just how mispriced securities
were and undermined financial

institutions globally; and, while
Dambiso Moyo’s 2009 Dead
Aid was not the first critique
of development spend, it was
a powerful one that used data
to highlight the failure and
misspend of billions and billions
of dollars in Africa. Furthermore,
the COP 21 in Paris highlighted
the real and present danger
of climate change despite
decades and decades of denial
and obfuscation by global
corporations.
At the same time that these
failures were becoming public,
new types of business models
were making headlines as
companies began seeing the
Base of the Pyramid (BOP)
as consumers, and not just

NIGEL CROSS

Photograph: Pathways
to Funding Do-ference,
a two day access to
finance masterclass
hosted by the Bertha
Centre annually.
Photographer:
Bev Meldrum

government beneficiaries. This
spurred social entrepreneurs
to begin building businesses
around addressing social issues
and forward thinking foundations
to begin incorporating financial
sustainability into their
operations and those of their
grantees.
As the number of public and
private actors that believe in this
type of optimisation grow and
the amount of capital committed
increases, it is becoming more
and more apparent that our
current financial instruments will
not be adequate for this system
shift. We should not be surprised
that we need new tools for this
new conception of what a market
is. Just as we do not expect the

fast growing companies of the
21st century to use the same
models of delivery of their 20th
century predecessors, we can’t
expect the traditional structures
of debt, equity and grants to
facilitate an efficient flow of
capital designed for funders that
have distinct risk, return and
impact requirements flowing into
innovative business models and
partnerships.
Not limited to just Debt, Equity
and Grants – the Innovative
Finance movement has created
instruments like Trade Credit
for Rural SMEs, an Outcomes
Based Impact Investing Fund of
Funds, Quasi-Equity for NGOs,
Innovation Life Cycle Grants,
Social Impact Insurance and

many more. These instruments
are designed not to treat impact
as a side effect but as a core
component of capital allocation
by changing the cost of capital
and return, screening out
potential participants, enabling
outcomes to trigger payments
and putting monetary value to
outcomes that were previously
not valued.
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WE SEE FOUR KEY ISSUES IN OUR CURRENT MARKET THAT CREATE THE IMPERATIVE
FOR DESIGNING INNOVATIVE FINANCING MECHANISMS:
Impact Measurement
One of the reasons that
traditional structures will not
suffice is that they often treat
impact measurement as either
a nice to have (debt and equity)
or a post project calculation
(grants), and not as an integrated
part of the strategy of the
company or as a key component
of how capital is allocated and
is priced. It is essential for us to
embed best practices, such as
impact measurement, into the
actual flow of capital in order to
understand if we are optimising
our impact.
Mismatch
At the Bertha Centre, we host
dozens of events each year for
investors and for entrepreneurs
in Africa. The message from
investors continues to be that
there are not enough investable
deals, while entrepreneurs
continually lament the lack of risk
capital available in the market.
How can both of these assertions
be true? The issue, in addition to
distribution, as discussed below,
is the mismatch between the
principles that investors use to
find and assess potential deals
and the state of readiness of
many organisations. Additionally,
there is a mismatch in investors’
investment expectations and

the pricing many investees are
willing to give. Finally, there is a
mismatch in the type of capital
available and what investees
are looking for. In Africa,
traditional equity deals are more
difficult due to entrepreneurs’
unwillingness to sell ownership,
the lack of potential exits and the
time needed to achieve an exit.
At Bertha, we have observed
that everyone is focused on
the gazelles – the fast growing,
high impact, highly scalable
organisations run by social
entrepreneurs who can deliver
a slick presentation. However,
much of the capital need is
for oxen – the slow growing
companies that are in less
sexy industries (i.e. not tech)
and run by entrepreneurs who
understand their businesses,
but might not be able to clearly
articulate their value proposition
be it for reasons of language
or otherwise. These oxen
often require small amounts
of unsecured working capital
instead of equity infusions.
distribution
If you do start believing that
the needs of the early stage
market look more like US$30,000
working capital loans or
US$100,000 equity investments
with an equal amount of

technical assistance, it is easy to
see how distribution becomes
a major issue. As in traditional
finance, the distribution of
impact capital needs strong
intermediaries, especially when
it comes to match-making
between impact investors and
enterprises as well as investment
readiness support in order to
develop high-quality investment
opportunities. Innovative service
providers and entrepreneurs that
operate on a market-competitive
basis are emerging on the
continent, often as impactdriven deals where projects
can be smaller and less profitdriven. There is a need for the
industry to discuss the long-term
application of blended capital for
these kinds of businesses.
Life Cycle Support
But the idea, of course, is not to
continue to give out US$30,000
loans and US$100,000 equity
investments in perpetuity.
The issue of scale comes up
continually in the innovative
finance world. Life Cycle Support
is one thing that is significantly
missing in the African market.
By this we mean working with
organisations from the early
stage grants through to late
stage equity; i.e. providing the
type of capital that they need at
different stages of their growth.

Photograph: Pathways to
Sustainability Workshops
Photographer:
Bev Meldrum, 2016.

This doesn’t need to be one
funder; instead, this can be a
coordinated effort on the part of
multiple funders. Unfortunately,
however, we don’t see that type
of coordination in the current
market.
So: how do we use Innovative
Finance to address the needs
of all stakeholders?

Our Innovative Finance Initiative
adopts an eco-system approach
to building the innovative
finance market. We collate
knowledge on innovative
financing from around the world
and Africa, and distribute it
freely to stakeholders across
the market. We educate private
and public stakeholders through
courses, workshops, events

and conferences. And finally,
we create opportunities for
collaboration between public
and private, government and
NGOs, philanthropists and
traditional financiers through
the development of innovative
financing products and multistakeholder partnerships.
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Innovative Finance + design
thinking at the Bertha Centre
The magnitude of the challenges
that Africa faces far outweighs
the public and philanthropic
resources allocated to
these challenges. At current
investment levels (public and
private) in sectors related to
the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in
developing countries, there
is an annual funding shortfall
of US$2.5-trillion. There is,
therefore, great potential in using
innovative financing approaches
to catalyse more private capital
towards investing in social issues.
Designing innovative finance
instruments is rarely a linear
process and progress very rarely
occurs in tandem. It is inherently
difficult to lay out a detailed
workplan for innovation as we do
not know which issues will come
to the fore, what challenges are
present in those issues, what
resources are available and
what opportunities innovative
financing mechanisms present
to reach the outcomes valued
by the stakeholders. As a result
any detailed plan with stepby-step directions would be
subject to significant changes.
An important tool that allows us
to creatively problem solve and
respond innovatively to market
challenges is the Design Thinking
process.

Also called Human
Centred Design,
Design Thinking
began as a new
idea in academia
nearly 50 years ago,
morphing over the
decades to become
a hot topic in the
world of industrial
design.
From there it invaded the
mainstream business world and
now is beginning to be used in
the development sphere. Several
of the key concepts of design
thinking include encouraging
experimentation and wide
ranging ideation, the notion of
“failing fast”, user led processes
of creation and a strong sense of
cultivating innovation throughout
any process.
Design thinking offers a
structured framework for
understanding and pursuing
innovation in ways that
contribute to organic growth and
add real value to your customers.
Creativity is central to the design
process. The design thinking
cycle involves observation to
discover unmet needs within
the context and constraints of
a particular situation, framing
the opportunity and scope of
innovation, generating creative

ideas, testing and refining
solutions. Design thinking
minimizes the uncertainty and
risk of innovation by engaging
customers or users through a
series of prototypes to learn, test
and refine concepts
Our teams use these principals
every day in designing, co-opting
and merging models for business
models and financing that meet
the needs of all stakeholders
involved and include impact
as a key component of capital
allocation and growth. This
allows us to be a part of a global
movement that is re-imagining
what finance is and can be.
There is a real need to develop
a local impact-focused, social
investment market in SubSaharan Africa that will operate
independently as well as partner
with international investors. In
our experience, despite the vast
opportunities for social and
economic impact across the
continent, the regional market
for impact investing is relatively
immature with underdeveloped
market infrastructure. This
translates into inefficiencies
and high cost structures for
investments, which can impede
capital distribution across asset
classes. In light of the breadth
of these issues, we have taken
an ecosystem approach to our
market-building mission and
developed strategies to address
both the demand and supply
sides.

to create Innovative
Finance vehicles and
mechanisms, we mix
design thinking with
market and data
analysis, financial
acumen and a lot of
creativity. Our team
believes that finance
can be used as a pullfactor for innovation
and impact, and
that design thinking
is essential to the
process of creating
Innovative Finance
products, which could
result in shifting the
entire world of finance
as we currently know it.

Welcome to
the world of
Innovative
Finance – it’s
a crazy ride
but you’ll
be in good
company!

INNOVATIVE FINANCE PROCESS
Roadblocks/
Needs/
Challenges?

Starting Point: Funder
USAID: How to impact
organisations that are
not reaching scale?

Opportunities?

Lack of coordination
amongst funders,
lack of access to
finance, and lack of access
to life cycle support.

Create one structure
that can fund
along life cycle
and coordinate
with other funders.

Design

Development Innovation
Ventures.
(see Chapter 3, page 45
for further detail)

Resources:
Risk capital
Country network/pipeline
Diligence expertise.

Starting Point:
Social Impact
Organisation

Slum Dwellers International:
Access to markets by slum
federations & diversifying
income of secretariat
& federations.

Roadblocks/
Needs/
Challenges?

Opportunities?

Slums are not
connected to
pools of capital of
organisation.

Global funders
looking for grassroots
organisations for
project and product
development.

Resources
available?
Social capital and trust
Grassroots networks
Secretariat link to
global funders
Data collection.

Design

Inclusive Innovation Design.
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02 IMPACT THEMES AND

BUSINESS MODELS

IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE EMERGENCE OF INNOVATIVE FINANCE, WE START
WITH THE RISE OF IMPACT INVESTING AND THE THEMES OF IMPACT THAT HAVE
ARISEN FROM DESIGNING INVESTING STRATEGIES AROUND OPTIMISATION OF
SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND FINANCIAL RETURNS.

Aunnie Patton
Power AND
Tine Fisker
Henriksen

The term impact investing
was formally created in
2007, at The Rockefeller
Foundation’s Bellagio
Center, putting a name to
investments made with the
intention of generating both
financial return and social
and/or environmental impact.
Estimated at US$60billion
in 2015 by JPMorgan,
predictions of growth vary
from US$400billion and US$1trillion worldwide in the next
five years. Twenty-two percent
of global-impact enterprises
located are found in SubSaharan Africa, meaning much
of the opportunity lies on this
continent.
The rise of the impact investing
industry has resulted in
a host of new investment
products and initiatives, yet
there is still a considerable
lack of understanding about
impact investing, and a lack of

substantive information advising
investors how to implement an
effective impact-investment
strategy, most particularly in
Africa. One of the most enduring
misconceptions about impact
investment has been that it is a
trade-off, where financial returns
are sacrificed in favour of social
return. This is rooted less in
fact than in fear. The industry is
starting to collect quantitative
data providing evidence that a
company can be for-profit and
for-purpose, without making
long-term sacrifices to either
goal.
A study conducted by the Global
Impact Investing Network and
JPMorgan showed that 27%
of 143 investors said the social
impact of their investment
had outperformed their
expectations. Financially, their
impact investments had not
outperformed their expectations
but only 9% were disappointed

with the returns. The investors
indicated they would invest a
further US$12.2billion this year
in impact investments, up 16%
from 2014. As it points out, the
real growth rate is probably even
faster, considering that as many
financial institutions are only now
entering the market.
However, impact investors have
diverse returns expectations,
and are, to varying degrees,
comfortable taking on more
risk than mainstream investors.
The impact investing category
spans different types of capital
providers; from early stage
seed funders providing high
risk capital over a long time
horizon, to investors expecting
more market-rate returns
over a shorter term in large
investments. Increasingly, these
investors come in at different
stages and complement each
other in setting up funds as well
as the structuring of deals.

THE RISE OF THE
IMPACT INVESTING
INDUSTRY HAS
RESULTED IN A
HOST OF NEW
INVESTMENT
PRODUCTS AND
INITIATIVES.

Photographer: Karen Walrond, 2011

Mergence Investment Managers,
for instance, specialises in South
African equity funds, absolute
return funds and socially
responsible impact funds. The
group’s impact investing began
in 2006 with the launch of its first
private real estate equity fund,
focusing investing primarily
in previously underserved
township communities. This
fund grew into what is now the
Dipula Income Fund, which was
listed on the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange in 2011. In
2010, Mergence Investment
Managers launched its own
impact investment product
offering with its ESG Equity,
High Impact Debt and SRI
Funds. Another example is
Goodwell Investments, which
provides early stage capital
and technical support to
companies primarily operating
in the financial services and
technology industries and
targets companies that serve
the Bottom of the Pyramid (BOP)

emerging consumer segment.
To date, Goodwell has invested
in 20 financial inclusion
businesses, providing more
than US$1.5 billion in financial
services to over nine million
families.
Impact investors are investing
in emerging social enterprises
such as Nomanini, a South
African-based enterprise
payments platform provider
that enables transactions in
the cash-based informal retail
sector. Other examples include
AllLife Insurance and Zoona.
More mature businesses are
benefitting too. Examples of
these include TUHF, the Kuyasa
Fund and CareCross (recently
acquired by MMI).
Key to the strategy of impact
investing is understanding
opportunity in impact sectors.
Successful impact investors
see the vast need for financial
inclusion, more efficient
smallholder agriculture,
affordable housing and other
impact sectors as opportunities
to invest in companies serving
these markets effectively.
They seek to realize social,
environmental and financial
returns by finding the
entrepreneurs that know and
understand the underlying
issues in communities and
have found innovative business
models to meet often latent
demand for quality services
and products. In the following
section we examine several
of these impact areas to
understand the opportunity that
exists in Africa.

What is impact
investing?
Impact investments are
“investments made into
companies, organisations,
and funds with the
intention to generate
social and environmental
impact alongside a
financial return”.
According to the Global
Impact Investing Network
(GIIN), impact investments
check four boxes:

1.

The investor must have the
intention to make a positive
social or environmental
impact.

2.

The investment is made
with the expectation of
generating returns on
capital.

3.

The range of possible
returns is wide and
investments are not limited
to a particular asset class.

4.

The investor must be
committed to measuring
and reporting the
impact created by their
investment.

AN INVESTMENT FAMILY PORTRAIT
WHICH INVESTMENTS PRIORITISE WHAT AND HOW IMPACT INVESTMENT FITS INTO THE TREE
IMPACT INVESTING

TRADITIONAL
INVESTING

RESPONSIBLE
INVESTING

SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE
INVESTING

Limited or no focus
on ESG factors
of underlying
investment
analysis and
execution.

ESG risks
integrated into
analysis of all
holdings, as a
component of
financial risk
management.
Shareholder
engagement
influences
holdings’
behaviour

Negative and
positive screening
of ESG risks is
used to align
a portfolio to
specific values.
Shareholder
engagement is
used to influence
behaviour of
holdings.

THEMATIC

Focus on one or
more issue areas
where social or
environmental
need creates
commercial
growth
opportunity
for market-rate
returns.

IMPACT-FIRST

Focus on one or
more issue areas
where the social
or environmental
need may require
some financial
trade-off

VENTURE
PHILANTHROPY
Social enterprise
funding in
a variety of
forms, with a
range of return
possibilities.
Investor support/
involvement is
common.

COMPETITIVE RETURNS
From “Accelerating Impact: Achievements, Challenges and What’s Next in Building the
Imapct Investing Industry” (2012), Rockerfeller Foundation and E.T. Jackson

The impact investing spotlight
often highlights the very early
stage, seed capital space,
which is increasingly covered
by venture philanthropy, and
awarded at pitch competitions.
The struggle comes when the
business is ready to scale and
grow. That is where impact
investing trailblazers, both local
and international, have a role
to play. In South Africa, local
trailblazers include the likes
of, for instance, Futuregrowth
Asset Management, Mergence
Investment Managers and
Goodwell Investments

Adapted from a Purpose Capital adaption of Bridges Venture Research (2012). “The Power of Advice in
the UK Sustainable Impact Investment Market” (www.bridgesventures.com/link-research)
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ESG RISK MANAGEMENT
HIGH IMPACT SOLUTIONS

ACTORS IN THE IMPACT INVESTING INDUSTRY
ASSET OWNERS
• High-net-worth
individuals/families
• Corporations
• Governments
• Employees
• Retail investors
• Foundations

ASSET MANAGERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investment advisors
Fund managers
Family offices
Foundations
Banks
Corporations
Venture funds
Impact investment funds/
intermediaries
Pension funds
Sovereign wealth funds
Development institutions
Government investment
programmes

DEMAND-SIDE ACTORS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporations
Small and growing businesses
Social enterprises
Cooperatives
Microfinance institutions
Community development
finance institutions

SERVICE PROVIDERS
•
•
•
•

Networks
Standards-setting bodies
Consulting firms
Non-governmental
organisations
• Universities
• Capacity development
providers
• Government programmes
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FAST facts
HOUSING
SECTOR IN
SUB SAHARAN
AFRICA
Total population

973
%
40
%
50
%
4

Urban population

Population receiving
>US$1.25/day

Population receiving
>US$10/day

Average age:

19.7>25.4
(2010)

(2050)

% of world’s urban
dwellers:

11.3>20.2
(2010)

(2050)

Average population
density:

2

34/ km
79/ km

2010
raising to

2

2050

I. ACCESS TO HOUSING
African countries are currently
experiencing a demand for
affordable housing that far
outstrips supply. The housing
crisis is a result of several
demographic shifts creating a
deficit in the housing sector,
which is expected to worsen in
coming years. It is forecasted
that in Africa, the average
densities will increase from 34
persons per square kilometre
in 2010 to 79 persons per
square kilometre in 2050.
This rapid urbanisation, in
conjunction with inadequate
urban government policies,
socio-economic inequalities,
and low urban institutional
capacities, has caused a
proliferation of urban slums.

In order for this crisis to be
adequately addressed, African
cities need to have realistic
and sustainable national
urban development policies
as well as urban management
capacities, better distribution of
urban populations and greater
access to urban livelihood
opportunities. In response,
African governments have
been promoting new urban
developments and creating
satellite cities to reduce the
pressure on metropolitan areas.
Strong partnerships with the
private sector, including private
investors, are also critical to
ensuring that the housing crisis
is adequately addressed in the
years to come.

Other demographic forces
contributing to housing
shortages are population and
income growth. The African
population is relatively young,
with the average age being 19.7
in 2012, expected to increase
to 25.4 in 2050. This young
demographic is expected to
drive the demand for housing
even higher and to create
the need for subsets such as
student housing. In addition,
African incomes are rising as
a significant portion of the
population is emerging from
poverty with first-time access to
consistent disposable income.
This emerging “middle-class”
is also driving demand for
affordable, high-quality housing.

In 2014, the total
urban African
POPULATION was
450 million, which
is expected to
rise to 1.3 billion
in 2050. By 2050,
African urban
dwellers will
account for 20.2%
of the world’s
urban dwellers.

An opportunity coming out
of the affordable housing
crisis in African markets is a
range of potential investment
created across the investment
spectrum. There is a primary
need of housing stock, and the
secondary needs of the housing
market such as materials and
services companies, as well
as training for skilled labor.
Finally, there is the need for
mortgage and home equity
finance, to provide opportunities
for homebuyers to purchase
properties and unlock home
equity.
Real estate development in
the African market requires
collaboration with governments
and the public sector.
Governments facilitate property
rights, land tenure, registration,
titling, and the financing for
infrastructure development.
Innovative government schemes,
designed to facilitate and
support the growth of affordable
housing, are beginning
to emerge. These include
simplification of bureaucratic
procedures, standardizing
policies and procedures, and
creating subsidy schemes for
low-income families to assist
them with housing finance.

Photograph: USAID, 2016

“AFRICAN CITIES NEED TO HAVE REALISTIC AND
SUSTAINABLE NATIONAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT
POLICIES AS WELL AS URBAN MANAGEMENT
CAPACITIES, BETTER DISTRIBUTION OF URBAN
POPULATIONS AND GREATER ACCESS TO URBAN
LIVELIHOOD OPPORTUNITIES.”
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HOUSING CASE STUDY

INTERNATIONAL
HOUSING SOLUTIONS
Overview

Business and Impact Model

International Housing Solutions
(IHS) is an institutional real
estate manager investing in the
acquisition and development
of residential and supporting
commercial real estate in South
Africa and Sub Saharan Africa.

IHS facilitates the construction
of affordable housing
developments through the
collaboration of financial
institutions, real estate
developers, private capital
groups and local government
authorities. The investment
strategy of IHS consists of three
options: equity investment
in new construction of freestanding or sectional title
alongside property developers
with subsequent offering of
the units for sale; property
acquisition of turnkey or rental
rehabilitation projects with
units sold or rented out; or
minority equity investment in
operating companies along the
housing value chain. Revenues
raised through sales and rentals
provide capital return and
annuity income into the main
fund through a special purpose
vehicle (SPV) or trust account
until the exit point, when funds
are distributed to the investors.

IHS’s investments
provide access to
affordable title
housing to lowand moderateincome individuals
in order to relieve
the affordable
housing deficit in
the region.
IHS provides property
developers with equity to finance
affordable housing projects at
a lower cost, enabling them to
pass the lower costs on to their
clients. This offers a two-fold
positive impact: access to shelter
and economic stimulation.

Investment
IHS’s South African Workforce
Housing Fund (SAWHF) is a fully
committed US$240 million fund

that mobilised both private
sector and development finance
investment in the development
of about 26,500 affordable
housing units in South Africa.
The largest of these investments,
the Fleurhof Project, consisted
of a US$10 million private equity
investment, yielding about
10,100 units. The SAWHF will
close in 2018 and has, to date,
realised a very healthy return
of 23.3% (weighted average
internal rate of return of for all
exited deals based on amount
of equity invested). A second
fund of US$ 300-400 million
is currently being raised. This
fund will cover not only South
Africa (about 85%) but other
Sub-Saharan countries (about
15%) such as Ghana, Zambia,
Botswana, and Mauritius. It also
includes an innovative “green
facility” which focuses on the
efficient use of energy, water and
building materials in accordance
with the International Finance
Corporation’s EDGE Green
Buildings standard—in order to
be EDGE certified, a house must
achieve 20% savings in these
three areas.

Photographer: Lindi van Niekerk, 2015

“AN INSTITUTIONAL REAL ESTATE MANAGER INVESTING
IN THE ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT OF
RESIDENTIAL AND SUPPORTING COMMERCIAL REAL
ESTATE IN SOUTH AFRICA AND SUB SAHARAN AFRICA.”
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II. ACCESS TO EDUCATION

FAST facts
EDUCATION IN
SUB SAHARAN
AFRICA
No. of children out of
primary school:

33

MILLION
out of

58 MILLION GLOBALLY

Primary school
drop out rate:

42

%

Secondary school
drop out rates:

50
50+
1
41
%

Ave. Grade 1 class size:
students
in most
countries

Textbook availability:
per 2 students
1 mathematics/
3 students

Adult literacy rates:
Photographer: USAID, 2013

“THE OPPORTUNITY, THEREFORE, EXISTS FOR PRIVATE CAPITAL TO
ACT AS A CATALYST TO STRENGTHEN EDUCATIONAL CAPACITY AND
INNOVATION, ESPECIALLY IN TEACHING AND LEARNING METHODS
AS WELL AS IN MONITORING OUTCOMES.”

%

equates to 187
million adults

Education is an investment
that can reduce poverty,
eliminate gender inequality
and foster peace for a
sustainable society. The issues
in providing universal access
to education are diverse and
include lack of access and
weak utilisation, such as low
enrolment rates, high dropout
rates, and gender disparities,
as well as school quality issues,
such as lack of infrastructure
and resources and quality
of teachers. Socio-economic
issues also contribute to
educational outcomes,
including inadequate nutrition,
poor health and poverty that
prevent uptake of education
opportunities.
Due to high birth-rates, Sub
Saharan Africa has exhibited
the world’s highest growth
rate in the primary schoolage population, with an
increase from 110 million to
148 million between 2000
and 2012. Due to the size of
this increase, the building of
schools by government and
aid organisations has been
insufficient to meet the surge
in demand. Also of concern is
that the progress made in the
number of children who attend
school has not been equitable
for the poorest of the poor
and young girls. Beyond the
access issues, challenges in the
quality of education stem from
large class sizes, limited access

to educational resources and
poor infrastructure. In most Sub
Saharan African countries, there
are more than 50 pupils per class
for Grade 1, rising to between
80–100 pupils per class in
many areas.

one in three
primary schools
do not have
sanitation
facilities, one in
two do not have
access to drinking
water, and three
in four schools
do not have
electricity.
47 million out of a
global 127 million
illiterate youth
(aged 15-24) live in
Sub Saharan Africa
The scope and magnitude
of these issues means that
substantial investments
throughout the education
value chain, and innovative
interventions around access and
quality, are required from both
public and private sources.

Traditionally, universal education
has been seen as a public
good that should be provided
by governmental institutions.
However, there is still a lack
of capacity and resources
to meet the growing need
for education. Furthermore,
entrenched interests unique
to the public education sector
oftentimes makes innovation
within the system very difficult.
The opportunity, therefore,
exists for private capital to
act as a catalyst to strengthen
educational capacity and
innovation, especially in teaching
and learning methods as well
as in monitoring outcomes.
Household expenditure on
education is also significant:
in low-income countries where
public education systems
are limited, parents have
shown themselves willing to
invest substantial portions of
their disposable income on
education.
Investment opportunities
for private investors include
investments in service provision,
human capital, technology and
services, and the education
ecosystem itself. Multiple
channels exist, such as direct
investment into companies
with innovative business
models or investments through
intermediaries who support
education providers.
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EDUCATION CASE STUDY

PRODIGY FINANCE
Overview

Adapted from
Catalysing
Wealth for
Change
Author: Julia
Balandina
Jaquier, 2016

Prodigy Finance provides
borderless postgraduate
student loans to international
students to attend a top school.
The company has disbursed
US$190 million in loans to
over 5500 students from 115
countries. Investors include
alumni, impact investors,
and other entities that have
a commitment to supporting
students completing their
postgraduate studies while still
earning a financial return.
Business and Impact Model
A community of alumni,
institutional investors and
qualified private investors
collectively fund these student
loans. 75% of the students come
from emerging markets and 82%
don’t have alternative sources
of financing available. Prodigy
provides loans to students on
affordable terms, including
moderate interest rates, no
collateral, and a 1–2-year grace
period. The student borrowers
gain access to higher education
that they might not otherwise

have been able to finance, and
the investing community earns
a financial and social return
through their investment in the
education of future leaders.
Investment
In 2014, Prodigy Finance
launched a US$25 million
Education Note in partnership
with the Credit Suisse
(CS) Impact Investing and
Microfinance team. The US$25
million Higher Education Note
(HEN) affords exposure to a
diversified portfolio of bonds,
issued by Prodigy Finance
and composed of high-quality
loans to Masters students. The
HEN has a 12-year maturity,
with quarterly repayments
composed of interest and
the amortizing principal. CS
provides a secondary market
(option to exit) and has set a
2% cumulative residual value
as first-loss protection. Credit
Suisse has developed the note,
in partnership with Prodigy
Finance and the Credit Suisse
Foundation. CS is a global bank
involved in impact investing
since 2002, currently managing

US$3 billion in assets across
innovative financial vehicles and
a variety of sectors, including
microfinance, education,
agriculture, and nature
conservation.

Prodigy Finance is
the student-loans
underwriter, with
a strong track
record in higher
education since
2007 and a solid
risk-management
process in place
(>99% performing
loans).

Photograph: Prodigy Finance
Photographer: Bev Meldrum, 2016

FAST facts
HEALTH
SECTOR IN
SUB SAHARAN
AFRICA
Average life expectancy:

58
320

(compared
with global
average of 70)

Adult mortality rate:

/1000

(compared with global
average of 156/1000)

Infant mortality:

63

/1000

(compared with global
average of 35 deaths
/1000)

Births attended by a
skilled health professional:

~50%

(compared to 74% globally)
No. of hospital beds:

10

/1000

(compared to global
average of 30/1000)
No of physicians:

2

/1000

(compared to global
average of 13.9)

Public expenditure on
health:
per capita
compared to
per capita
globally

$101
$1,173
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III. ACCESS TO HEALTH
Africa’s health system is
burdened by its ongoing battle
with communicable diseases
that other regions of the
world have largely eradicated,
whilst at the same time
dealing with an increase in
the prevalence of lifestyle and
chronic diseases. As country
governments struggle to
provide basic sanitation, clean
water and adequate nutrition,
the growing need for services
that cater to a burgeoning
middle class are straining
already overburdened health
systems.

Two-thirds of the
disease burden
in the African
region is caused
by communicable
diseases.
According to the
World Health
Organisation
(WHO), Africa
accounts for 60%
of the global
malaria burden
and 66% of the
global HIV/AIDS
burden.

Over the last decade, several
countries in the African region,
alongside multinational
partnerships, developmental
agencies and NGOs, have made
concerted efforts to improve
health outcomes, in particular
through the implementation
of measures to help meet the
Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs). The period since 1990
has seen a dramatic increase in
child survival rates, reductions
in the maternal death rate,
and steady improvement in
the access to lifesaving antiretrovirals and rollout of HIV
prevention strategies, which have
contributed largely to the decline
of HIV incidence in many African
countries.
Key to improving African health
outcomes is strengthening
its systems. African health
systems are plagued by poor
infrastructure, a shortage
of skilled professionals and
geographic and socio-economic
inequalities. Healthcare provision
in Africa is also challenged by
the geographic dispersion of the
population, and the breadth of
services required to care for a
rapidly growing population.

Sub Saharan Africa,
with 24% of the
global disease
burden only
accounts for 1%
of global health
expenditure at
US$5.6 trillion
per year
The sheer magnitude of the
health challenge in Africa has led
to the realisation that improving
healthcare outcomes will require
the collaboration of both the
public and private sectors.
Investments in health lead to
higher productivity, which can
be translated into expanded
economic growth and greater
opportunities. Health outcomes
are positively correlated to
expenditure, however, public and
donor financing for healthcare
in Africa cannot adequately
support health care provision.
This gap in financing provides
an opportunity for private
investment that can meet Africa’s
healthcare needs. In healthcare
in particular, there is opportunity
and appetite to engage in
public-private partnerships that
can shore up public resources to
meet healthcare demand.

Photographer:
Bev Meldrum, 2011

The biggest opportunities in
Sub Saharan Africa exist in
direct healthcare provision,
including building and
improving the sector’s physical
assets. Service provision also
requires investment into human
resources and the purchase of
pharmaceutical and medical
supplies. While provision of
health services accounts for half

the investment opportunities,
the remaining opportunities will
be in insurance, pharmaceutical
manufacturing, distribution and
retail, and training. Healthcare in
Africa is also ripe for innovation
that capitalizes on resource
scarcity, because it allows for new
methods and technologies to
be adopted more quickly. These
innovations can take many forms,

where mobile technology is used
to provide health services and
information; risk pooling where
micro-insurance providers can
tailor products to lower-income
markets; and service provision,
where services are re-engineered
to achieve quality yet affordable
healthcare.
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FAST facts

ACCESS TO HEALTH CASE STUDY

GIFTEDMOM
Overview
GiftedMom is the first mobile
health platform in Central Africa,
empowering rural women with
the information and support
to improve maternal and child
health. In Cameroon, where only
one in five pregnant women see
a physician during pregnancy,
GiftedMom’s platform acts as
a gateway between pregnant
women and mothers and
specialist medical advice and
services.
Business and Impact Model
GiftedMom’s services include
follow-up of pregnant women,
antenatal care SMS notification,
tracking of vaccinations, teen
health and sex education, family
planning and contraception,
outreach campaigns, and
mobilising community health
workers. GiftedMom’s revenue
stream is through the sale of
its automated SMS scheduling
platform, as well as provision
of data collection services and
analysis solutions to NGOs
working in maternal and infant
health. Women register for
GiftedMom services by texting a
code or a health question, which
triggers sign-up and a reply from

a doctor. GiftedMom charges a
once-off fee of US$1 per user,
which covers the costs of the
short code number. GiftedMom
is also developing voice
technology to provide services to
the 17% of Cameroonian women
who are illiterate.

GiftedMom
is currently
impacting over
3,000 pregnant
women and
mothers and
is targeting 5
million women
across Africa
by 2018.
GiftedMom has trained and
engaged over 200 medical
students and community
workers, and will reach 500 by
the end of 2015, with the ultimate
goal of training 30,000 students
and health workers in the next
two years.

Investment
ALN Ventures selected
GiftedMom as one of 8 ventures
out of 275 applications from
30 African countries and the
diaspora. The program takes a
5% equity stake in its portfolio
companies in exchange for a
9-month incubation program
that includes a 2-week intensive
business building workshop,
a US$20,000 cash injection
and a showcase at the annual
African Leadership Network
conference. The aim is to provide
portfolio companies with the
financing, skills, mentorship,
network, exposure and support
services necessary to grow their
businesses and receive larger
scale financing. According
to founder, Alain Nteff, the
ALN relationship has been
instrumental in helping him to
build a formal board of directors
who ensure good governance,
develop a sound business model
and pitch decks, as well as obtain
legal assistance and early stage
financing.

WASH
SECTOR
IN SUB
SAHARAN
AFRICA
Total population:

973
million
Population without access
to safe drinking water:

40%
Population without access
to improved sanitation
facilities:

%

69

% of the population
spending more than ½
hour per round trip to
collect water:

%

25+
Number of hours/year
spent collecting water:

40
billion

IV. WATER, HYGIENE, AND SANITATION
The world is facing a crisis
in terms of water availability
and quality. Due to the
transboundary nature of this
resource, conflicts between
countries over shared water
resources are also beginning to
occur and become geopolitically
significant. Water is one of
our most precious resources,
yet one of the least valued in
investment terms. As countries
develop, water consumption
patterns shift, and demand rises
in relation to industrial capacity
and changing lifestyles.

748 million people
did not have
access to safe
drinking water
in 2012, with 43%
of these people
located in SubSaharan Africa.
Lack of access to clean drinking
water and sanitation facilities
leads to waterborne diseases
and health issues. Additional
consequences include loss
of economic growth due to
lower worker productivity and

decreased school attendance
due to disease burden and time
spent on water collecting. In
many communities, women and
children walk large distances
to fetch water on a daily basis,
spending up to 6 hours per day
collecting often-contaminated
water from local sources.
In 2012, 2.5 billion people
globally did not have access to
improved sanitation services. In
the African context, more than
800 million Africans do not have
access to safe sanitation facilities.
Inadequate sanitation is the
second largest cause of disease
in the world. Water resources
development needs to continue;
whilst water treatment to potable
quality standards and the roll-out
of improved sanitation services
needs to be prioritised.

The current global
market for water
is estimated at
US$360 billion with
an annual growth
rate of 4-5%.

In emerging markets,
underinvestment has plagued
the water and sanitation
industry, and critical upgrading
of infrastructure, uptake of
efficient technologies, and
expansion of system architecture
has languished. However, over
the last decade, increased
privatization and new business
models within the sector have
opened up opportunities for
institutional and individual
investors. In Africa alone, the
United Nations estimates
that US$190 billion in public
investment is needed to provide
universal access to safe drinking
water and basic sanitation.

Photographer: Lindi van Niekerk, 2015

Photographer: USAID, 2015
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SANITATION CASE STUDY

Africa has an
estimated US$190
billion need for
public investment
to provide
universal access
to safe drinking
water and basic
sanitation

Photograph: Synergy
Photographer: Nathan Cooke, 2012

Investment opportunities can be
divided into those that increase
efficiency of water use and
those that ensure access to safe
water and adequate sanitation
services. Investments in greater
efficiency focus on addressing
the agricultural sector as the
largest user of water supplies.
Investments in improved water
provision either concentrate on
the expansion of infrastructure
with the aim of moving more
households onto centralized
systems, or distribution of
“off-grid” solutions. Equally
important is ensuring that
investment is coupled with
technical assistance and
community education so that
infrastructure and services
are appropriately utilized and
maintained. Private investment
in WASH also requires financial
and business models that ensure
that incentives are aligned and
returns gained.

SANERGY
Overview
Sanergy provides a sustainable,
dignified sanitation solution in
informal settlements throughout
Nairobi. Sanergy designs and
manufactures low-cost, highquality Fresh Life Toilets (FLTs)
with easily manageable waste
cartridges. Waste cartridges
from the sanitation units are
collected by Sanergy on a
regular basis and transported
to a centralised facility for
treatment and re-use. Waste
is then recycled and used to
produce organic fertilizer and
insect-based animal feed, which
are both in short supply in
Kenya.
Business and Impact Model
Sanergy operates through a
franchise network of Fresh Life
Operators (FLOs) who maintain
and operate the FLTs across
Nairobi. The FLOs are microentrepreneurs who purchase
the FLTs with interest-free loans
available through Sanergy’s
partnership with Kiva, an
online microlending program.

Sanergy’s end-to-end solution
integrates the entire value chain
to provide a sustainable solution.
Residents can pay per single
use of the FLTs or for weekly or
monthly subscriptions. Rates
are competitive relative to other
sanitation services offered in the
informal settlements while the
quality of the FLTs is of a much
higher hygiene standard.
Investment
Acumen invested in Sanergy
in 2013 with a consortium of
investors, including Novastar and
Eleos.

The investment
is intended to
grow operations
to thousands of
toilets, servicing
hundreds of
thousands of
customers daily.

Acumen has also provided
technical assistance grants
that have helped Sanergy to
undertake important market
research for parts of their
model, such as the branding and
marketing of fertilizer. Acumen
has built a network of corporate
partners, such as Dow and SAP,
who have provided networks,
insights, mentors and leadership
courses. In addition, based
on the success of their pilot
program, team Sanergy raised
$5 million in venture capital and
in grants from the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, among other
development organizations.
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FAST facts
V. RENEWABLE ENERGY AND
ENERGY
SECTOR IN
CLEAN TECHNOLOGY
SUB SAHARAN
AFRICA
Total population:

973
million
Urban population:

40%
Population with access
to electricity

%

24

Installed generation
capacity (excluding
South Africa)

28

gigawatt’s

Electricity consumption
(excluding South Africa)

150

kilowatt
hrs/
capita

Average energy tariff:
/ kilowatt
Hour

$0.13

Compared to US $0.04 - 0.08
in developed countries
No. of days/year of power
outages experienced by
manufacturers

56 DAYS

Energy is crucial for economic
and social development, yet
over 1.2 billion people still
lack access to electricity
worldwide. Only seven Sub
Saharan African countries have
electricity access rates greater
than 50%, and the rest of the
region has access rates of just
20% on average. Demand for
power continues to outstrip
availability and the situation
is expected to worsen due to
significant population growth,
which is expected to double
by 2050.

In Africa, 600
million people
lack access to
electricity which
is half of the
global population.
Countries with less than
80% access to energy have
consistently lower GDP per
capita. Electricity consumption
and economic growth are
also highly correlated, and
development without a step
change in consumption rates
is considered impossible.
Most of Sub Saharan Africa’s
electricity is fossil-fuel produced,
an expensive method of
power generation which also
has adverse effects on the

environment. Furthermore, in
many countries outside of South
Africa, the commercial, industrial
and residential sectors rely on
diesel-powered generators,
which is four times more costly
than grid power. This high cost
of energy makes Sub Saharan
Africa’s industries far less
competitive than they could be
with access to cheaper power.
Despite the challenges of the
current energy crisis, the region
boasts tremendous capacity for
power generation, and much
of it is in the form of renewable
energy. The vast majority of this
potential comes from solar (with
a staggering 11 TW in capacity),
with substantial contributions
from hydro and wind. Natural gas
is also a large potential source
of energy, which, although
not renewable, provides fewer
greenhouse gases than coal
or oil.

It is estimated
that by 2040,
the demand for
electricity in Sub
Saharan Africa will
have increased four
times from 2010
consumption levels

Photographer:
Russell Watkins, 2015. DFID

Investment opportunities in
renewables and clean technology
generally aim to either increase
the production of power or
solve the distribution challenge.
The bulk of investment will
likely come in the form of
mega-projects which will create
the infrastructure for power
generation and distribution.
Some international bodies,
including the United Nations and
the International Energy Agency,
are promoting an integrated
African supergrid, which would
promote sustainable energy
and reduce costs by up to 30%
in some countries. Investment
in grid capacity is usually done
with private-sector financing via
models such as public-private
partnerships and contracts with
independent power producers.
South Africa’s Renewable Energy
Independent Power Producer
Programme is a recent example
of a successful partnership
between government and
the private sector to roll-out
renewable energy projects.
Beyond production lies the
challenge of distribution. Being
able to connect to high-voltage
power from the main grid is
the critical link for industry
and households to access full
electricity service. Aside from
industrial consumption, which
accounts for half of energy usage
in Africa, residential connection

presents huge challenges.
Rural, disparate populations
make connection to the national
grid prohibitively expensive.
Distributed, off-grid, renewable
sources for households, schools,
clinics and small businesses
in rural areas may be among
the most cost-effective and
easily penetrable solutions
for overcoming the lack of
access for the hardest-to-reach
populations.
Finally, large-scale cooperation
between governments, regional
bodies and private sector players
is needed to produce the best
outcomes in the energy sector,
including environmental impact.

Mega-projects and regional
integration agreements, as well
as strong policies promoting
investment in renewable energy
sources, will likely provide the
most balanced approach to
ensure supply, access, and
affordability for all Africans.
People living off the grid in
Sub-Saharan African spend
over USD 15 billion annually on
lighting and mobile charging
with candles, kerosene, battery
torches or other fossil-fuel
powered stopgap technologies.
This market opportunity has
spurred innovative business
models, such as M-Kopa and
Off-Grid Electric, which allow

people to pay-as-you-go
(PAYG) for their solar products.
Investment in renewable energy
is also made through the
development of companies and
new technologies that reduce
energy consumption or allow
households to generate their
power needs off-grid. Investing
in innovative technologies that
reduce energy needs for industry
and consumers will also allow
for more efficient use of existing
capacity.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY CASE STUDY

M-KOPA SOLAR

Overview
M-KOPA Solar is on a mission
to make high quality energy
affordable to everyone.
The company develops,
manufactures, and finances
off-grid solar solutions that
make solar power affordable
for low-income households. In
the markets where M-KOPA
operates, the majority of
households rely on kerosene
for lighting without access to
the national electricity grid.
Kerosene is harmful to health
and to the environment, with
a high risk of fire. M-KOPA
offers a low-cost alternative
that provides clean, reliable
energy for lighting and
powering homes.
Business and Impact Model
M-KOPA sells solar products
to low-income households on
a pay-per-use instalment plan.
M-KOPA’s proprietary platform,
which requires no installation,
combines GSM technology
with a solar power kit to allow
instalment and “pay-as-you-use”
financing. The latest product
design, the M-KOPA III, has an
8-watt solar panel, a battery,
two LED lights with switches, a

torch, a USB phone charger and
a portable, solar-powered radio.
Customers acquire solar systems
for a small deposit (about US$35)
and then purchase daily usage
“credits” for US$0.45, or less
than the price of traditional
kerosene lighting. After one
year of payments, customers
own their solar systems outright
and they can use the system for
free or upgrade to more power.
M-KOPA distributes its product
through a network of 1,500
direct sales agents, supported
by 85 customer service centers.
Repayment rates are 95 percent,
and a study in 2014 revealed that
97 percent of households using
M-KOPA’s solar system reported
that they were saving money
compared to the previous use of
kerosene.
Investment
In 2014, Commercial Bank of
Africa fronted a US$10 million
commercial-grade syndicated
debt facility as part of a US$20
million funding round. This
investment marked the first
time that a commercial loan
was secured through mobile
money provider M-PESA
receivables and unique in that
the loan book consisted of

VI. AGRICULTURE
Agriculture is one of the oldest
industries in the world and
perhaps one of the easiest
to understand: investment in
agriculture is, in many ways, a
simple economic case of supply
and demand. As the world
population continues to grow,
there is increasing demand for
food. At the same time, arable
land is decreasing as the world
population becomes ever
more urbanised. Food demand
thus increases at a faster
pace than population growth,
since dietary patterns shift
as incomes increase. Demand
for certain crops have also
increased due to advances in
biofuel technology.

low-income borrowers, many
without bank accounts. Lenders
included the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, LGT Venture
Philanthropy, Imprint Capital
and the Netri Foundation. The
funding was part of an expansion
to reach one million homes
by 2018. To date, M-KOPA has
raised ~USD $45 million in
total equity funding and debt
financing.

As of July 2016,
M-KOPA has
connected over
400,000 homes to
affordable solar
power.
This allows
M-KOPA’s
customers to enjoy
50 million hours
of kerosene-free
lighting per month.

Therefore, investments in
agriculture often follow
the pattern of investing in
increased capacity for food
production, or in the services
and technology that increase

Photographer:
Megan Johnson, 2013. USAID

food production. However, there
are unique risks associated with
agricultural investment. Shortterm investments are subject
to weather, commodity prices,
environmental considerations,
and dietary fads; long- term
investments, particularly those in
emerging markets, are subject to
political risk if land ownership is
under dispute.
According to the United
Nations Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO), investing
in agriculture “is one of the
most important and effective
strategies for economic growth
and poverty reduction in rural
areas” and “GDP growth in
agriculture...[is] twice as effective
in reducing poverty as growth
originating in other sectors.”
However, investing in agriculture
with a lens toward basic
livelihoods is as much a question
of how as how much.

Investment in agricultural
productivity adds to food
security in a variety of ways:
increased food availability leads
to lower prices, contributing to
food accessibility by consumers,
who then supplement with
greater variety and better
nutrition. Increases in world food
stocks reduce susceptibility to
supply shocks, and create greater
stability worldwide.
Agriculture is also a fundamental
source of employment,
particularly in developing
countries. As of 2009, agriculture
employed over one billion
people worldwide and these
workers were far more likely to
be poor, female and unskilled.
Therefore, agricultural
investment is a large driver of
rural employment, which in
turn generates further demand
for goods and services in rural
communities.
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However, not
all agricultural
investment is
beneficial to
communities.
In the last 10 years, increasing
foreign direct investment has
focused on acquiring prime
agricultural land in poor
countries to secure natural
resources for export. This
type of investment has been
criticised in particular for
decreasing the food security of
local communities, relying on
imported labour and technology,
and not contributing to the
sustainability of local economies.
Investing in agriculture,
therefore, needs to take into
account both global and local
perspectives, and provisions
need to be put in place to ensure
that livelihoods, particularly of
rural and subsistence farmers,
are secure.
Photographer: Lindi van Niekerk, 2015

Photographer: David Mutua, 2013

“AGRICULTURE IS ALSO A FUNDAMENTAL SOURCE OF EMPLOYMENT,
PARTICULARLY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.”
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Innovating Finance -

AGRICULTURE CASE STUDY

HEAR FROM SOME OF THE TEAM

USE OF TRADE CREDIT
FOR RURAL SMES/
ROOT CAPITAL
The Vehicle
Trade credit financing for rural
small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) involves lending against
purchase agreements between
buyers and suppliers, thereby
providing working capital that is
well-timed to the harvest cycle.

Investees that
need this kind of
financing include
cooperatives
and private
enterprises that
aggregate small
holder farmers
and connect them
to markets.
Smallholder organisations very
often fall into what is known
as the “missing middle”—too
large for microfinance, but
too small for traditional bank

loans. There is significant social
and environmental upside to
investing in these businesses
given the role they play in
supporting rural communities,
which make up 75% of the worlds’
poor (those living under US$2 a
day). The World Bank estimates
that growth in the agriculture
sector is twice as effective at
reducing poverty as growth in
other sectors. These businesses
provide stable access to markets,
promote sustainable agricultural
practices, build infrastructure
and offer social services.
Root Capital is a non-profit
agricultural lender that provides
financing and capacity building
to small, growing agricultural
businesses operating in poor
rural areas of Africa, Asia, and
Latin America. The firm envisions
a thriving financial market
serving agricultural businesses
that generate long-term social,
economic and environmental
sustainability for small-scale
farmers and their communities
around the world.

One Acre Fund is a nonprofit institution that provides
financing as well training and
education to small-holder
farmers in Eastern Africa. The
organisation provides a complete
set of services including assetbased financing, training on
agricultural techniques, and
market facilitation to maximize
profits from harvest sales.

Aunnie Patton
Power,
Innovative
Finance Lead

DR. Sue de Witt,
Senior Project
Manager

Stephanie Craig, Katusha de
Impact Bond
Villiers,
Intern
Senior Project
Manager

Tine Fisker
Henriksen,
Senior Project
Manager

Tsakane Ngoepe,
Impact
Investment
Analyst

“I think the “next
big thing” is going
to be the de-risking
aspect of Innovative
Finance. There is
so much potential
beyond guarantee
funds and first loss
facilities - the sky
is the limit for what
we can co-create
with funders and
fundees. It will be
about understanding
the real risk / return
/ impact sensitivities
of funders and
carving out pieces of
funding that fit those
preferences.”

“I am inspired by
the example of
people working
in really difficult
and deprived
circumstances,
and yet finding the
internal capacity and
empathy to care for
their communities.”

“I am inspired by
the opportunity to
wake up every day,
challenge the status
quo and actively
work towards
addressing Africa’s
pressing social
issues by overcoming
inefficiencies in the
market system. I
am hopeful about
the possibility of
using practical,
commercial solutions
to bring about
the sustainable
development South
Africa so desperately
needs and I am
grateful to have a
chance to be part of
the change.”

“One of the next
frontiers in impact
investing and
innovative finance is
the opportunity for
ordinary investors
to partake. Whether
that’s through
impact investing
funds for social
enterprises in your
local community,
through listed
impact investing
funds, or through
online lending
platforms focused
on high impact
enterprises. It’s
exciting to be
working with change
makers making the
happen on a daily
basis.”

“I think the next big
thing for innovative
finance is creating
responsible and
impact investing
products for retail
investors beyond
high net worth
individuals. There is
a great opportunity
to enable the
average African’s
retirement and
savings to impact
their communities.”

“One of the most
exciting things
about working in the
innovative finance
space, and within
social innovation in
general, is having
a front-row seat to
seeing how smart
problem-solvers
are inspired, and
challenged, and
encouraged by one
another in practical
ways to come
up with creative
solutions to pressing
needs.”
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03 Tweaking Old
A journey of
a thousand
miles begins
with a
single step.
– Lao Tzu

TOOls: BeyOnd
deBT and equiTy

THE JOURNEY OF INNOVATIVE FINANCE BEGAN WHEN SMALL TWEAKS WERE
MADE TO TRADITIONAL FINANCIAL TOOLS IN ORDER TO BETTER MEET THE NEEDS
OF END USERS AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS. THESE TWEAKS ARE OFTEN INITIATED
BY INDIVIDUALS WHO RECOGNIZE THE NEEDS IN THE IMPACT SECTORS AND THE
INADEQUACY OF CURRENT FINANCIAL TOOLS. THIS SECTION LOOKS AT THE HOW
THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF FINANCE ARE BEING REDESIGNED TO SUPPORT SOCIAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES.

I. DEBT
In its purest form, debt
is money loaned to an
organisation. Just like a normal
bank loan made to a business
or individual, the investor aims
to get their money back plus
interest.
Small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) and
entrepreneurs are often heavily
reliant on traditional debt to
fulfill their start-up, cash flow
and investment needs. However,
organisations that prioritize
social impact can be considered
less attractive to traditional
banks or investors due to their
return expectations and risk
requirements.

Difficulties predicting future cash
flow from sales, the level of return
on investment per product or
service sold, a lack of customer
credit history and, in many cases,
the informal economy within
which these businesses often
operate, mean they struggle to
access finance.
Alternatives to straight debt
financing are emerging to better
fill the “financing gap” that social
impact organisations and other
innovative SMEs face when trying
to raise debt finance for their
projects. As investors start to
think more creatively, it becomes
apparent that there are many
variations on traditional loan

terms that can be used to enable
social-impact organisations to
access debt.
For example, investors can play
with repayment timelines and
interest rates. If an organisation
is able, they would get a normal
loan with a standard interest
rate. However, loans could be
set up with longer timelines or
lower interest rates, or indeed,
no interest rates at all. The
latter make a loan favourable to
the organisation, meaning the
investor prioritises social return
(impact) as well as financial return
(profit).

Photographer:
USAID, 2015

Loans may also be guaranteed
if made by another institution,
such as a local bank. This means
that if the organisation getting
the loan can’t repay, the investor
guarantees that they will pay
it back. This happens because
organisations that prioritise
social return as well as financial
return are generally perceived
as riskier, and risky debt is more
expensive. A guarantee reduces
the risk, making the loan cheaper
for the organisation. Reducing
financing costs allows more
money to go towards supporting
impact objectives.

Traditional debt financing has
further been influenced by the
emergence of microfinancing,
or the provision of financial
services to individuals who are
either operating at a low-income
level or do not have access to
traditional banking services;
by venture debt, or financing
provided by specialized banks
or non-bank lenders; and by
guarantee funds that provide
some sort of contingent
indemnity against loss. After all,
when an organisation’s primary
goal is effectuating social
impact, it needs to be able to

rely on a financial system that
understands the intangibility
associated with such “risky”
operations and encourages
innovative investment in projects
that have the potential to create
sustainable economic growth in
emerging economies, improve
access to health and education,
and positively impact job
creation and poverty alleviation.

Photographer:
Lindi van Niekerk, 2015
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FAST facts
MICRO
FINANCE IN
SUB SAHARAN
AFRICA
Adult population without
access to financial
services:

%

Microfinance and other

In Sub
financial inclusion services
Saharan
according to a recent study
by Mckinsey & Company, “80
Africa,
percent of sub saharan africa’s
microfinance adult population doesn’t use
formal banks or semiformal
serves a
microfinance institutions to
save or borrow money—the
growing
highest such proportion in the
population, world.”
boasting an While most adults cited lack
of revenue as the primary
estimated
hurdle; cost, distance and
16.5 million documentation were also
frequently mentioned as
depositors barriers to formal accounts. Yet,
accessing financial services is
and 6.5
critical to integrate low- income
million
people into the formal economy.
borrowers. Microfinance and related
inclusive financial services have
been at the forefront of social
development since the 1970’s.
Investing in the poor has a
significant positive impact on the
development of communities,
and technological advances
have allowed for ease-of-use for

individuals who lack the ability
to access traditional banking
and financial services. Inclusive
finance services now reach 150
million clients globally.

Africa is a growth
market for
microfinance
investment,
growing by 45%
(2009) compared
to a global
growth of 22%
The term “inclusive finance”
comprises a wide range of
products and services. These
include microfinance and
microcredit as well as savings,
insurance and fund transfers.
The sector is also home to
a diversity of stakeholders,
including informal financial
services providers, memberowned organisations, NGOs,
and formal financial institutions.

In many countries these memberowned organisations, which
often resemble lending circles
or rotational savings and credit
associations (ROSCAs), are a
primary form of savings among a
large percentage of the bottom
of the pyramid population. This
includes South Africa, where it is
estimated that half of the black
population belongs to a type of
stokvel and Ghana, where susu
is the traditional lending system.
Inclusive finance has yet to prove
its effectiveness in alleviating
poverty, but it has come to
be seen as a critical tool in
mobilising other developmental
services that can lift people out
of poverty.
In the 1970’s, when Muhammed
Yunus started loaning small
amounts to the Bangledeshi
men and women he met near
Chittagong University, he
recognized that there was a
financial opportunity as well as
the social impact opportunity
presented by allowing these BOP
consumers to access credit.

~80

Adults who send or
receive domestic
remittances:

48%

Credit taken from family
and friends vs. a formal
finance institution:

41% 6%
16.5
VS.

Active depositors:

Million
Active borrowers:

6.5

Million
Adults with a mobile
money account

% %

12 2
VS.

Since then, microfinance and
related inclusive financial
services have been at the
forefront of social development.
By taking traditional processes
and adapting them for BOP
consumers, microfinance
pioneers extended an
established service to a new
market and new participants.
The term “microfinance”
comprises a wide range of
products and services. These
include microcredit as well as
savings, insurance and fund
transfers. Microfinance providers
also include a diverse set of
players, including informal
financial services providers,
member-owned organisations,
NGOs, and formal financial
institutions. Microfinance
relies upon the lowering of
risks and costs associated
with administrating small
transactions. Ways in which this
is done include the combining
of purchases or provision of
training and capacity building
alongside the financing of an
income generating asset. The
application of mobile technology,
through mobile payments and
transfers, branchless banking,
and administrative support, has
begun to revolutionise the sector,
removing the “brick and mortar”
costs that have traditionally been
associated with financial services.

40% of Africans
own a mobile
phone, and Africa
leads in the
development of
mobile banking
services, with
64 million
subscribers using
mobile payment
services
Foreign investment in African
inclusive finance institutions
is growing, although for the
sector to become and remain
truly robust, it is necessary
for there to be an infusion of
private investment. Microfinance
companies in Sub Saharan
Africa rely heavily on short-term
deposits to fund operations,
and institutions find it difficult
to finance growth. Investment in
the African microfinance space
can be challenging, as markets
are generally smaller than in
other regions and it is difficult for
investors to meet their thresholds.
Additionally, lack of infrastructure
and a weak regulatory environment
is a barrier for foreign investors.
However, the growth potential
for inclusive innovative financing
solutions remains positive. The
sector is ripe for innovation,
and private investment can be a
potentially catalytic force as it is
used to mobilise great investment
through private sector funders.

TO WATCH
Zoona:
Zoona: Founded in 2009 by
brothers Brad and Brett Magrath,
Zoona helps communities grow by
enabling emerging entrepreneurs
to become Zoona Agents who
assist local consumers to send
and receive money as the need
arises. Zoona’s platform was built
for Zambia, a country that enjoys
an ever increasing penetration rate
of mobile phones and a high use
of cash. By late 2010, Zoona was
the fastest growing mobile money
operator in Zambia with over US$1.4
million in transactions per month.
Zoona’s social impact is central to
the business, presenting a muchneeded alternative to the expense
and time spent on cash money
transfers.
JUMO:
JUMO is a mobile money
marketplace for people, small
businesses and mobile network
operators. The technology creates
access for people and businesses
to products provided by banks and
other financial services providers
through partnerships with mobile
network operators and banks. Their
mobile money ecosystem consists
of consumers, agents (where
consumers deposit and withdraw
their money) and merchants who
accept mobile money payment.
JUMO provides loans and makes
credit decisions based entirely on
mobile network data, how much
data and airtime do customers
use, how often do they top up etc.
– based on that data they decide
whether customers can be
expected to pay back the loans.
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TO WATCH

Venture debt
Venture debt is an extension
of the venture capital (VC)
ecosystem, and is a form of
debt financing that is provided
to venture-equity backed
companies that struggle
to access traditional debt
financing.
A complement to equity
financing, venture debt is
generally structured as a
three-year term loan (or series
of loans), with warrants for
company stock. Overall, venture
debt is a form of “risk capital”
that is less costly than equity
when structured appropriately.
This instrument is highly
desirable in developing markets
where start-ups lack access to
affordable debt options. Venture
debt allows for a sustainable
impact on innovation, job
creation and growth.
Venture debt extends the
financial runway for early stage
startups, allowing them to hit
their milestones and improve
their valuation before heading
into the next round of equity
financing. The venture debt
industry is closely linked to VC
activity and is considered a
matured market in the United
States, where venture debt is
estimated to be 10 - 15% of the
VC market on an annual basis.
Over the last few years the VC

industry has been booming in
India in particular, and this has
allowed venture debt, as a tweak
to traditional debt financing, to
pick up in popularity.
The future of venture debt
financing looks strong, as the VC
industry as a whole is poised for
growth. This is especially true
in countries such as India where
the VC industry is maturing. In
India, venture debt is estimated
to be about 3 – 4 % of the VC
market1 and is seen as the next
big opportunity to support
the existing venture capital
ecosystem.
Key players within the venture
debt space include InnoVen
Capital (then Silicon Valley
Bank India Finance), a venture
debt pioneer that kicked off
venture debt in India with a USD
1.5 million loan to Snapdeal.
Since then, InnoVen Capital has
provided over 115 loans to more
than 80 early and mid-growth
stage startups. Other prominent
venture debt providers include
IntelleGrow Finance, Trifecta
Capital Advisors, Capital
Float and the Small Industries
Development Bank of India. In
South Africa, Knife Capital is an
investor focusing on technologyenabled ventures.

knife Capital:
A leading Southern African
Venture Capital investor, Knife
Capital believes tomorrow’s
largest investment gains will
be achieved by companies that
are active in solving today’s
problems. In 2016, it launched
KNF Ventures, a new fund that is
aimed at investing in innovationdriven startups by providing tax
incentives and high returns. It is
important to keep in mind that
VC in Africa is still an emerging
industry, but leading players
within the South African market
in particular have developed
regulation to incentivize VC growth
via section 12J of the South African
Income Tax Act.
intellegrow:
IntelleGrow, launched in 2010 in
India, provides venture debt to
early stage businesses in India.
IntelleGrow has supported 80
businesses with US$42 million of
debt funding.
sPRing singapore’s pilot
Venture debt Programme (VdP):
Under the programme, DBS
Bank, OCBC Bank (OCBC) and
United Overseas Bank (UOB) will
catalyse about 100 venture debt
loans, totaling close to US$500
million over two years. SPRING will
provide 50% risk-sharing to these
financial institutions for such loans.
Under the VDP, UOB will extend
Government-backed venture debt
loans through associate company
Innoven Capital Singapore, to
local companies that meet the
programme requirements.

How OPIC’s
innovative
financing supports
development in
Africa
By Mitchell Strauss

Mitchell
Strauss
Mitchell Strauss is
Special Advisor of
Socially Responsible
Investment, Small and
Medium Enterprise
Finance at the Overseas
Private Investment
Corporation (OPIC),
the U.S. Government’s
development finance
institution.

in Mali, senegal and other
african countries, many of
the smallest farmers have
used microfinance loans
to purchase irrigation
equipment to help increase
their outputs. in Tanzania,
small health clinics that are a
critical source of healthcare
have been able to obtain
loans to upgrade and expand
their facilities and purchase
more modern equipment so
they can improve the quality
of care they provide and
reach more patients. and in
nigeria, families are able to
install portable solar kits that
provide an affordable and
reliable source of electricity.
These projects are all helping
address some of the world’s
biggest development challenges
such as food insecurity and
energy poverty. And, they have
all received financing from U.S.
Overseas Private Investment
Corporation (OPIC). As the U.S.
Government’s development
finance institution, OPIC partners
with private businesses to

advance development. OPIC
supports projects in more than
100 developing countries and a
large and growing share of our
portfolio is in Africa.
OPIC’s approach to development
is based on the understanding
that the private sector can and
must play a critical role. OPIC
provides loans, guaranties and
political risk insurance to help
mobilize additional private
sector investment.
Since 1974, OPIC has supported
more than 500 projects and $11
billion of investment in Africa.
And we are regularly innovating
our products and processes
to better support some of the
projects that will have a positive
impact on people’s lives.
In recent years, OPIC’s Social
Enterprise Finance team started
noticing that some of the most
promising applications for
financing were coming from
businesses that were smaller and
younger than the typical OPIC
client but nonetheless showed
real promise for introducing a
groundbreaking innovation that
could make a significant, positive
impact in people’s lives.
OPIC launched the Portfolio for
Impact (PI) program as a pilot
in May 2014 to support some of
these high-impact projects that
might be particularly challenged
to obtain financing to scale
operations.

One project to receive OPIC
financing under the PI program
is the microfinance network
Pamiga S. A., which provides
small loans to smallholder
African farmers from Mali to
Togo, so that they can purchase
irrigation equipment to extend
the growing season, increase
yields and earn more income.
Five years ago, Pamiga started
a micro-loan pilot program and
found that by giving farmers
the tools necessary to properly
irrigate their crops – things like
basic ground piping systems
– they could use water more
efficiently and continue to grow
during the dry season.
Increased access to irrigation
equipment has not only
increased the total volumes of
food the farmers can produce
but has enabled them to sell
their food at higher prices than
they would get during the rainy
season when regional crops
flood the local markets. Farmers
have also used these micro loans
to expand their fields so they can
increase their outputs.
OPIC’s $4,750,000 loan facility
to Pamiga through the PI
program is expected to support
close to 100,000 microloans,
underscoring the far-reaching
benefit of this innovative
financing program.
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II. EQUITY
in simple terms, equity is
ownership. Through an equity
investment, the business raises
funding by trading ownership
for capital or other assets. The
appeal for the investor is that
if the company makes a profit,
then so too does anyone with a
portion of equity. The investor
can also sell their shares later
for profit. This type of financing
is key for social impact focused
companies that seek long-term
investment, which is important
when the goal is to sustain
innovation, value creation
and growth.
Equity finance refers to all financial
resources that are provided to
firms in return for an ownership
interest. Equity investors
participate in the entrepreneurial
risk, as no security is provided
by the investee company, and
the investment return is entirely
determined by the success of
the firm. Not all equity is created
equal, with different priorities
going to different investors when
time comes to pay dividends,
depending on how the deals
were set up. Investors may sell
their shares in the firm, if a market
exists, or they may get a share of
the proceeds if the firm is sold.
The main categories of equity
finance are private equity and
public equity. Whereas public
equity concerns companies that
are traded in some form of stock
exchange, private equity investors
provide capital to unlisted

companies. Also, while public
equity investors are not generally
involved in the management of the
company, private equity financiers
provide advice or assist the owners
or managers in the development of
the firm.
There also exist informal sources
of equity finance, which include
family and friends. Indeed, for
start-up companies, the amount
of funds raised through these
informal channels generally
exceeds other types of venture
finance, including in countries with
a well-developed equity capital
market, such as the US.
Equity can be problematic for
African start-ups as there are
fewer options for listing on public
exchanges or exiting, which is
where traditional equity investors
seek to make their returns. Finally,
issues of ownership are often very
important to African entrepreneurs
and the idea of selling equity to
an investor (particularly a foreign
investor) is not always an attractive
proposition. Therefore, traditional
equity instruments need to be
tweaked in order to better respond
to non-traditional organisations,
innovative companies, and
entrepreneurs that need to take
advantage of innovative social
financing techniques.
Within the innovative finance
sector, investors have responded
to this need by diversifying their
finance models. Sometimes,
investors will work with quasi-

equity, which refers to taking a
share of the profits, but not a share
of the ownership. Another model
of alternative equity financing are
business incubators, which aid
emerging enterprises to survive
the start-up phase and to develop
into sustainable businesses. Finally,
a cross-cutting financing model,
which can be both debt and equity
is patient. Patient capital refers to
an investors willingness to have a
long-term investment that would
go beyond the traditional five to
seven-year term, allowing impact
enterprises a longer time horizon
to grow and return capital to
investors.
quasi-equity
quasi-equity is debt that can
appear as equity investments
by, for instance, making use of
flexible repayments.
In the social investment space,
this is also often, but not
exclusively, referred to as revenueparticipation agreements. These
are hybrid financial instruments
that allow the investor and investee
to share the risk and reward of the
enterprise more flexibly than debt.
The investor obtains a right to a
percentage share in the revenue of
the enterprise, but does not take
ownership shares. The payable
amount is normally capped,
either at twice the amount of the
investment or at a certain time
period.

IN South Africa
there were
only 3 public
sector business
incubators in
operation by 2001.
Photograph: RLABS
Photographer:
USAID, 2015

The benefit of quasi-equity or a
revenue-participation agreement
is that the investee is not tied
to a loan repayment schedule,
which can be onerous on the
cash flow for an early stage social
investment. Revenue participation
agreements are generally
considered applicable to social
enterprises registered as both forprofit and NPOs, whereas equity
investment is only available to
for-profits.
Social ventures often call for
funders to increasingly explore
receivable/revenue based debt, as
an alternative to equity, especially
because exit opportunities are
limited in the space. A related
quasi-equity structure is flexible
redemption preferred stock,
which some companies are
experimenting with, especially
in the off-grid energy space.
However, in this model, investors
do take ownership.

Business incubators
Business incubators seek
to assist entrepreneurs and
early-stage enterprises to
survive the start-up phase and
to develop into operationally
and financially self-sustaining
businesses.
These accelerators generally
offer access to funding,
networking opportunities,
business and technical
assistance and access to
facilities. Business incubation
aims to ensure that these
businesses develop into
competitive and successful
businesses, contributing
positively to an emerging
economy.
Business incubators have been
in existence since the 1950’s,
and it is currently estimated
that there are more than 7,000
business incubators globally.

The industry has
experienced rapid
growth since then,
with an estimated
51 South African
business incubators
in operation by
2013 out of an
estimated 90
incubators Africawide (other
estimates count up
to 200 incubators
in Africa).
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TO waTCH
awethu Project:
Awethu Project was founded in 2009 by Yusuf
Randera-Rees. Awethu identifies entrepreneurs from
structurally- excluded groups in South Africa and
partners with them in order to start small, medium
and micro enterprises (SMMEs) with the aim to be
competitive with the best in the world. Awethu
identifies promising entrepreneurs and business ideas
separately, then flexibly matches people with ideas
(both startups and acquisitions) and funding based on
perceived capability and interest. Awethu then pairs
each venture with a professional manager and back
office support, which accelerates the entrepreneur
through launch and growth.
Co-Creation Hub:
Designed to be Nigeria’s first open living lab and
pre-incubation space, the HUB is designed to be a
multi-functional, multi-purpose space where work
to catalyze creative social tech ventures take place.
It functions as a place for technologists, social
entrepreneurs, government, tech companies, impact
investors and hackers in and around Lagos to cocreate new solutions to the many social problems in
Nigeria. Through partnership between citizens, social
entrepreneurs, subject matter experts, businesses
and public authorities, the HUB allows prototype
testing of social innovations. An examples of this
approach is The Social Innovation Camp Nigeria.
Rlabs innovation incubation:
Founded by Marlon Parker, Reconstructed Living
Labs (RLabs) focuses on reconstructing communities
through training, innovation, and entrepreneurship.
Through its Living Labs, the organisation nurtures
prototypes and pilot programs born from hackathons,
open-design events, co-working desks, research and
development, and social innovation activities. Finally,
RLabs provides an innovation incubation program for
social entrepreneurs and provides seed funding for
mobile and technology entrepreneurs.

Incubators are founded and
operated by diverse actors,
including private businesses,
development institutions,
academic institutions, NPOs,
government bodies and private
individuals. Governments
acknowledge the importance
of small, medium and microenterprises in creating
sustainable economic growth in
emerging economies due to the
opportunities for job creation
and poverty alleviation. Business
incubation is a vehicle used to
ensure that these businesses
develop into competitive and
successful businesses, which
contributes positively to an
emerging economy.
Notable African business
incubators are South Africa’s
The Innovation Hub which
focuses on technology-intensive
start-ups; RaizCorp, which
provides business support to
entrepreneurs and links them
to corporate supply chains; and
RLabs Innovation Incubation
who provides entrepreneurs with
a shared space to develop their
ideas. In Kenya, the iHub is a
platform to integrate technology
companies and investors while
Nigeria’s Co-Creation Hub
is a “pre-incubation” space
designed to accelerate social
tech ventures.

Although key to
entrepreneurship hubs across
the continent, the incubator
space remains quite nascent in
Africa, and those in operation
vary widely in their model and
services.

Incubators
seeking to run
for-profit, equitybased models
face considerable
challenges, as
sourcing fundable
start-ups with
exit opportunities
proves difficult.
Other revenue models, including
co-working spaces, technical
assistance and business
mentorship, can use fee revenue
and donor funding to achieve
sustainability. Overall, there is
a significant need for further
research to identify the strengths
and weaknesses of various
models, and ensure application
of best practices across the
sector.

Patient Capital
Patient capital, or long-term
capital, exists in the space
between venture capital and
traditional philanthropy. it
seeks to maximize social
impact by sparking the
creation of systems and
markets that deliver services
to the poor, by inspiring
innovation and risk taking in
investors and entrepreneurs.
Patient capital encourages
investors to forgo short-term
or quick profits in anticipation
of long-term returns. It is
characterized by high tolerance
for risk, long time horizons,
flexibility, willingness to forgo
maximum financial returns for
social impact, and unwillingness
to sacrifice the needs of the end
user for the sake of stakeholders.
Patient capital is not a grant, but
an investment in entrepreneurs
who are actively engaged in
market building within their
communities versus being
passive recipients of aid. Many
new enterprises or social impact
organisations can fail by running
out of time; this can occur
when investors expect a quick
turnaround on returns or when
lenders demand high interest
rates. In contrast, patient capital
allows for investment in long-

term social impact and attracts
investors who are driven by their
mission, and who are committed
to the prospect of investing
in businesses, organisations,
and people who can deliver
social benefits while also
earning profits. Patient capital
investment provides the space in
which social entrepreneurs can
work on and refine the perfect
models for delivery of basic
social services and goods.
In the field of social enterprise
and entrepreneurship, it is
oftentimes very difficult to arrive
at a precise measurement for
social and/or environmental
impact such that non-financial
returns can be determined,
and, relatedly, it is difficult for
investors to determine how to
plot a socially responsible exit.
Key players within the patient
capital space include venture
investors who fund companies
with strong social missions –
whether it is around poverty
alleviation, health access, or
access to energy – and which can
deliver financial returns as well
as social benefits. Social venture
capitalists, nonprofit funds like
the Acumen Fund, and social
venture firms like Good Capital
are all integral actors within the
socially responsible investing
sphere.

TO WATCH
Acumen:
Acumen is a non-profit
global venture fund that uses
entrepreneurial approaches to
solve the problems of poverty.
Founded by Jacqueline Novogratz,
Acumen uses patient capital
to build businesses. It makes
investments – loans or equity, not
grants – that yield both financial
and social returns.
Good Capital :
Good Capital is a social venture
firm that specializes in expansion
capital, growth capital, and
later-stage investments. The firm
focuses its investments in the
healthcare, education, and clean
technology sectors, and prefers
to invest in enterprises that create
innovative, market-based solutions
to inequality, poverty, and other
social problems.
AgDevCo:
AgDevCo is a social impact
investor with interests in six
African countries, including Ghana,
Malawi, and Tanzania. Operating
exclusively in the agricultural
sector, AgDevCo invests in
socially-responsible businesses,
operating across the supply chain,
which have the potential to make
a major positive social impact in
their communities. Its investment
objectives include making direct
investments to create commercially
sustainable enterprises which
deliver positive social impact
across the entire value chain.
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III. GRANTS
TO waTCH
The Tony elumelu
entrepreneurship
Programme (TeeP):
TEEP is the flagship
programme of
the Tony Elumelu
Foundation (TEF),
which provides
mentorship and
seed capital to 1000
entrepreneurs across
the African continent
on an annual basis.
Mentorship is
provided through
an online portal and
the entrepreneurs
have access to three
financing rounds,
provided by the TEF.
The programme is
open to “young
compelling
businesses with
strong market
feasibility, clear
financial models
and run by capable
teams”.

grants may be characterized
as traditional donations-style
support, where money is given
to a non-profit organisation,
often for a specific project.
The investor doesn’t expect
to get it back, and they have
no expectation of financial
return (profit); instead, their
only expectation is that there
will be a social return or
social impact. grants can be
occasionally refundable, or
recoverable, and these may
be thought of as no-interest
loans.
However, even grants get a
new spin in innovative finance,
with different structures being
played with to unlock funding
where it has not been available
before. For example, venture
philanthropy utilises best
practices from venture capital
to grow social enterprises and
organisations rather than just
fund projects, innovation life
cycle funds seek to support nonprofit or for-profit companies
in their early stages so they
can progress to later stages of
funding from the same funder,
and social impact bonds
configure grants in different
ways to focus on payment for
outcomes rather than payment
for activities.

deVelOPMenT innOVaTiOn VenTuRes:
Venture Philanthropy
Venture philanthropy supports
social ventures with both
financial and technical support.
These social ventures often
have viable, self -generated
income streams (whether they
are profitable yet or not), but
can also be more traditional
nPOs/ngOs.
The fundamental objective
of venture philanthropy is to
achieve high social return, create
eco-system change and enable
NPOs and social enterprises to
become sustainable. Venture
philanthropists use a variety of
instruments to support their
projects including grant, equity
and debt. They generally only
look for a return of their capital
on a smaller subset of their
portfolio, often extensively using
grants and significant technical
assistance to support their
portfolio companies.
Three key characteristics from
the venture philanthropy model
include high engagement,
organisational capacitybuilding, and multi-year
support. High engagement
requires a conscious, hands-on
relationship between the social
enterprise and the funder while
organisational capacity-building
allows for a focus on building the
operational capacity of the

portfolio organisations by
funding core operating costs
rather than individual projects.
Finally, the model stresses
multi-year support for a limited
number of organisations –
usually for 3 to 5 years – and then
exiting when the organisations
are financially or operationally
sustainable.
Venture philanthropy can also
be characterized by tailored,
strategic financing to ensure
the most appropriate financing
for each organisation, be
that grants, debt or equity. In
addition, a strong systems focus
allows for the development
of interventions that address
systems and sectors, rather
than individual organisations or
projects. It requires investment
to be performance-based,
placing emphasis on good
business planning, measurable
outcomes, achievement of
milestones, and high levels of
financial accountability. This
type of model also places a high
premium on innovation, and
a culture where capability for
innovation and experimentation
is encouraged. Therefore,
monitoring and evaluation
is key as this allows for quick
adaptation, and a focus on
outcomes and impacts.

innovation lifecycle grants
as seen in venture
philanthropy, a wide range of
soft funders provide grants
or seed capital from concept
to growth stage and are
increasingly using the rigor
of venture capital to scale
social ventures. an exciting
new financial structure is
sitting squarely between
venture philanthropy and
blended finance; by using
grant capital, often public
funds, innovation lifecycle
grants fund the journey of
social ventures from proof of
concept to scale.

By virtue of where and how they
operate, some sectors, such as
off-grid energy, will continue
to need grant funding
and concessionary capital
alongside better integration
into the investment cycle.
This concessionary capital will
likely be necessary for proof
of concept for early- stage
ventures, as well as opening up
new, untested markets. For the
latter, concessionary capital is
used to increase the expansion
pace and provide incentives to
go into harder to reach, high
impact areas. One of the most
impactful Innovation Lifecycle
Grants, is USAID’s Development
Innovation Ventures (DIV).

Developed by USAID in 2011,
DIV funds enterprises from
innovation to scale by using
a three-tiered staged finance
model tomaximize costeffectiveness and minimize
the risk of testing new ideas.
It awards small grants to
somewhat untested concepts,
such as developing cook stove
marketing in East Africa. This
funding allows grantees to
conduct evidence gathering,
test and pilot their ideas, and
scale up their activities. OffGrid Electric is an example of
an off-grid company that has
accessed the different
stages of support as
they scaled.

inVesTMenT TiMeline OF
OFF-gRid eleCTRiC

Company
Founded

DIV Stage 1
for $100 000
grant and OPIC
Africa Challenge
Enterprise Fund

Raises $7 million
in equity round
DIV Stage 2 for
$1 million grant
Raised $16
million in equity

Photograph: USAID in
Kenya: Power Africa
Photographer:
Irene Angwenyi, 2016.

DIV Stage 3 for
$5 million and
raised $7 million
in debt, $25
million in equity
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IV. INSURANCE
Innovative Risk
Management
By Ian Ross

Ian Ross
Ian Ross is Chief
Underwriting Officer
of Hollard Insurance
and co-founder of
HUGInsure, the world’s
first social impact
insurance entity.

if we are going to tweak
“old tools” then let’s start
with what i believe may be
the world’s first recorded
innovative intervention
in sustainable agriculture
development. we go back
4766 years to 2,750 BC.
According to ancient writings
found on a Mesopotamian
tablet, a farmer could not take
care of his fields because he was
drafted into the king’s army, so
another farmer offered to work
the fields. The two agreed to
split the profit evenly. A local
merchant served as the world’s
first known surety (social impact
insurer) by guaranteeing that the
second farmer would keep his
word.
We can only assume that in the
absence of the surety provided
by the merchant, the level of
risk for the farmer about to
depart in the King’s service was
unacceptably high, perhaps he
stood to lose his crop or even
his farm. Although the second
farmer who had offered to tend
the fields was clearly confident
in his ability to do so, and
successfully, it is also safe to
assume that this farmer did not
have the financial wherewithal to
personally guarantee his efforts

yet we know a guarantee was
required, perhaps by buyers
not mentioned in our tale. It is
also reasonable to assume that
the merchant (our social impact
insurer) had sufficient knowledge
of agricultural matters and had
sufficient confidence in the
second implementing farmer’s
ability to perform the contract,
so as to enable him to place his
own fortunes at risk. Interestingly
the second farmer was rewarded
not for services rendered but by
a share in the profits and so this
is possibly one of the earliest, if
not the first, pay for performance
contracts on record.
In today’s highly competitive
and risk averse environment,
increasingly development
agencies, philanthropists,
financial institutions, corporate
donors alike are willing to
provide funding for important
socially impactful endeavors, but
only if and when a “merchant”
or mechanism can be found to
provide some form of surety or
guarantee as to the outcome or
performance. As in our ancient
example one of the greatest
impediments to implementation
is an aversion to the perceived
level of risk involved. This may
take the form of pure financial
risk as in the case of banks or
financial institutions providing
access to finance, or in the case
of donor or development aid
funding, reputational risk or
simple performance risk.

All too often, as in our almost
5000-year-old example, whilst
the implementers, emerging
contractors, entrepreneurs,
farmers or perhaps a wellrespected NGOs, have the
track record and competence
to see the project through,
they have insufficient financial
strength to guarantee outcomes.
Whilst there are some new and
exciting developments that seek
to overcome this risk hurdle,
such as Social Impact Bonds
and other Pay for Performance
mechanisms, which effectively
share risk between the parties
involved, there can be no doubt
that more “merchants” are
required to provide guarantees
that can provide the comfort
that investors and donors alike
require in order to facilitate
the flow of funding. It is from
this need that the concept of
social impact insurance and
Huginsure was born.
Let’s return to our
Mesopotamian example. There
is an important take out in the
description of the merchant
providing the guarantee. The
merchant is described as
“local”. Why is this important?
Well one reason may be that
as a “local” he or she probably
had an interest in seeing the
successful implementation of
the contract, after all the farms
produce would presumably be
distributed locally. In addition,
as a “local” the merchant

probably had some knowledge
of the level and acceptability of
the risk assumed, he knew the
farmer and who knows perhaps
he knew something about the
local weather and the crops and
planting seasons. By examining
our merchant and his willingness
to provide a guarantee we
introduce an old but important
element to any risk scenario and
that is “Risk Management”. Here
we refer to risk management
in the broader sense including
detailed knowledge of the
environment, the project,
the people, the risks and the
expected outcomes.

We see a need brought about
by circumstance beyond the
individual or communities
control, the Kings service.
We see competent and willing
participants (NGO’s) capable
of addressing the need, but
lacking the financial resources,
farmer number two, and we
see donors able to provide
financial certainty, our merchant.
However, whilst the ingredients
are all there, in today’s complex
global economy, where our
farmers and merchants are often
worlds apart, we are absent
the “local knowledge” (risk
management) that our ancient
merchant enjoyed.

In so many of
the development
opportunities
that abound in
this era of great
social need, we
see circumstances
similar to those
present in our
Mesopotamian
example.

This ancient yet modern tale
contains an important message
and contains important lessons
that point to a tremendous
opportunity for the global
insurance industry. An
opportunity to play a greater
and much needed role by
bringing Risk Assessment,
Risk Management and Risk
Control disciplines, everyday
components of today’s modern
global insurance industry,
into the development space.
Insurers have the ability to
make many endeavors more
resilient, sustainable, insurable
and bankable. The flow of funds
can only become easier, donors

will have greater confidence
in outcomes and projects
themselves will become more
resilient,
Perhaps by tweaking a
5000-year-old transaction we
introduce the next “innovation”
in development finance:
Risk Management.
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social impact insurance
TO waTCH
Huginsure:
HUGinsure was founded by
D. Capital Partners and the
Hollard Insurance Group.
This joint initiative is the first
of its kind where different
disciplines have joined forces
to create a new sector and
work in collaboration with
various market players, such
as Munich Re, AON and the
Lloyd’s market in London.
HUGinsure is committed
to being a “specialist
insurance entity utilizing risk
management strategies for
social impact investments.”
The aim is to provide
bespoke insurance products
for social investments.
usaid development Credit
authority:
This government programme
uses risk sharing methods to
assist in getting local private
capital available to projects
which may not usually have
access to funding.
Pledge guarantee for
Health:
Launched by the UN, this
programme is another
example of a public-private
partnership within the social
impact financing industry
with the focus being on
the availability of health
commodities.

social impact insurance is an
insurance platform, which
originated in recognition
of the need for potential
investors and financial
institutions to measure
the risk attached to social
impact projects or social
impact organisations.
It aims to provide risk
mitigation products and
services to address the
challenges faced within the
social impact industry, which
hinders the flow of financing
within the social impact
value chain. It does this by:
(i) enhancing their credit
worthiness so as to attract
more funding; (ii) accelerating
or stabilising funding flows;
and/or (iii) protecting people,
processes and assets within
these organisations against
challenges that may otherwise
hamper success to the
detriment of society. Examples
of some of the challenges
experienced include the
limited size of funding made
available by funders due to
the difficulties experienced in
measuring the risk attached
to a project, and the limited
availability of risk mitigating
products to the social impact
industry.

Social impact
insurance
increases
the ability
of funders to
fund projects
where the risk
is unknown or
exceptionally
high by utilising
risk mitigation
tools and
ultimately
insurance
to increase
predictability of
outcomes.
This also allows social
enterprises to insure
themselves against shocks
such as delayed government
payments. Social impact
insurance therefore acts as a
catalyst to ensure the timely
availability of capital for social
impact projects.
Key players within the social
impact insurance field
include HUGinsure, which was
launched in 2013 as the world’s

first social impact insurance
platform. Other key players in
this space include government
programmes, such as the
USAID Development Credit
Authority, which uses risk
sharing methods to assist in
getting local private capital
available to projects which
may not usually have access
to funding. The United
Nations launched the Pledge
Guarantee for Health, another
example of a public-private
partnership within the social
impact financing industry with
a focus on the availability of
health commodities.
Social impact insurance is still
in its nascence. According
to a 2009 Monitor Institute
Report, an estimated US$500
billion to US$1 trillion in capital
will be allocated to the social
impact value chain over the
years to come. Social impact
insurance will assist with the
steady flow of capital from
funders to beneficiaries as
it will provide the required
risk- mitigating products to
enhance the credit-worthiness
of organisations who aim to
make a positive social impact
and it will also ensure that the
capital becomes available as
and when required. It therefore
fills a necessary gap in the
impact investment industry
which leave ample scope for
expansion.

Photograph: Feed the Future.
Photographer: USAID, 2012.

“sOCial iMPaCT
insuRanCe aCTs
as a CaTalysT TO
ensuRe THe TiMely
aVailaBiliTy OF
CaPiTal FOR sOCial
iMPaCT PROJeCTs.”
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TO WATCH

Convergence:
Convergence launched in January
2016 as the first and only platform
that helps public and private
investors find and connect with each
other to co-invest in blended finance
deals. It targets both emerging and
frontier markets, and will enable
more investment in these markets by
leveraging public and philanthropic
funding. Simultaneously, Convergence
is committed to sharing best practices
and learnings with the industry, as
projects are being funded.

04 SHIFTING THE

SYSTEM

THE TWEAKS WE’VE HIGHLIGHTED IN THE PAST CHAPTER HAVE ADDED A RANGE
OF TOOLS TO FUNDERS’ TOOLKITS AND CAN HELP TO ALLOCATE CAPITAL MORE
EFFECTIVELY. IN THIS CHAPTER, WE DISCUSS THE THEMES THAT WE SEE AS NOT
JUST TWEAKING CAPITAL FLOWS, BUT ACTUALLY SHIFTING THE SYSTEM AND
CREATING WHOLE NEW CATEGORIES OF CAPITAL THAT ARE PREDICATED ON THE
OPTIMIZATION OF SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT.

I. BLENDED FINANCE
“We cannot
solve our
problems
with the
same
thinking
we used
when we
created
them”
Albert Einstein

In September 2015, political
leaders from around the world
agreed to focus efforts on a
new set of development aims
known as the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
The 17 SDGs set 169 targets
across a host of areas, such as
access to quality education,
the provision of adequate
healthcare and promoting
gender equality.
This is a significant increase
in terms of numbers when
compared to the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs),
of which there were only 8
with 18 associated targets.
To ensure that the SDGs
are achieved, large funding
streams need to be accessed,
as they come with a price tag

of approximately US$4 trillion
per year for the next 15 years.
Whilst government spending
and development aid covers
some of this cost, there is a short
fall of approximately US$2.5
trillion, which could increasingly
be filled by the private sector.
However, given traditional risk
return considerations, private
sector funding for development
outcomes have been difficult to
secure. Blended finance came
about in response to this issue.
Blended finance is a
development finance model
that combines concessionary
loans or grants, usually provided
by the public sector, with
private investment. It aims
to alleviate the development
funding constraint by de-

Photographer: Stuart Price, 2013. AMISOM

risking investment into the
sector and directing more
private capital towards
projects or geographies that
would otherwise be perceived
as too risky for traditional
investors. It thus turns impactful
projects into commercially
viable ones by subsidising the
critical early stage phase, and
creating economic stability by
strengthening the private sector
and enhancing the use of aid.
Whilst blended finance creates
public-private partnerships that
add to the much-needed pool of
development finance targeting
social, environmental and health
related objectives, it also aims to
achieve commercial sustainability
and market-rate returns.

Excitement around the
potential of the concept to
attract private funding is
driving significant amounts
of money into development
financing institutions
(DFIs) for the creation
of appropriate blended
financing structures.
Furthermore, blended
finance is being applied
in a variety of sectors. The
Danish Climate Investment
Fund has a US$175 million
blended finance fund to
support climate-related
projects in the developing
world and the Global
Agriculture & Food Security
Program, managed by
the IFC, has a blended
finance fund targeted at
smallholder farmers &

SMMEs. This fund is able
to raise US$8 of private
funding for every US$1 of
public funding invested.
Gender equality is also
being addressed through
blended finance, with
the IFC-Goldman Sachs’
Women Entrepreneurs
Opportunity Facility
combining public and
private capital to expand
financing opportunities to
SMME business women.
Blended finance as a
practice has significant
room for scalability, which
will help to legitimise the
approach and bring more
private funders on board.
However, a possible risk
that must be addressed

is the perception that
private investors are being
subsidized by donor grants,
particularly if underlying
projects and overall funds
do not achieve targeted
financial and impact
returns. As blended finance
gains ground, it also has
the exciting potential
to attract additional
much-needed capital to
frontier markets. Financial
markets across the world
have merely scratched
the surface of blended
finance’s potential, and
this innovative financial
mechanism looks set
to generate significant
amounts of development
funding for years to come.

Sarona Frontier Markets Fund 2:
This fund of funds is focused on
small and medium enterprise (SME)
investment in frontier and emerging
markets. The Canadian government
has provided first-loss capital while
OPIC provided a US government
guarantee to support Sarona’s
initiative by allowing the Fund to raise
debt at US treasury rates. Sarona is
targeting countries with a GDP per
capita below US$12,000 with the goal
of generating attractive financial
returns for its investors and creating
“growth that matters”.
ASISA ESD Fund:
Managed by Edge Growth, this fund
is the first South African awardee of
the USAID Partnering to Accelerate
Entrepreneurship (PACE) Initiative.
The initiative and recent investment
aims to enhance the existing support
provided to early stage SMEs
through the fund as well as crowd in
additional private sector capital. It is
an interesting example of how donor
money – which is by nature public –
enterprise development funding
and private sector capital is blended
to fund early stage enterprises in
South Africa.
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Thundafund:
Thundafund was founded by Patrick
Schofield in South Africa in 2013 as
an online channel through which
creative entrepreneurs can access
capital and establish an initial market
for their products and services.
Thundafund combines financing
with business mentorship, giving
businesses the support to create an
online proposal that is compelling and
effective. Each project offers “in-kind”
rewards to financial backers, usually
in the form of products or services
and must reach specified milestones
to achieve funding goals. Projects
include UCT Upstarts and
Siyafunda: isiZulu, a book designed
for children who are learning isiZulu
at primary level.
M-Changa:
Launched in Kenya in 2012,
M-Changa allows users to manage
crowdfunding via mobile technology.
Linking into the practice of
“Harambee”, the M-Changa service
encourages accountability between
donors and beneficiaries, by making
fundraising management easy and
transparent. Projects funded include
GreenChar, a social enterprise that
provides clean alternative charcoal
made from revitalized agricultural
wastes and distributes clean
cookstoves.
StartMe:
The South African StartMe was
founded in 2011, and has been
designed as a way for entrepreneurs,
artists, schools, and community
funders to utilize a crowdfunding
platform to raise funding for other
incentives. Via PayFast, anyone in
South Africa – or in the world – can
raise funding for a project.

II. SOCIAL FUNDRAISING AND
CROWDFUNDING
For as long as church bake sales
and charity carwashes have been
around, social fundraising has
permeated societies across the
world in many different forms.
Communities and individuals often
unite around a specific cause or
event, and pursue creative means
of fundraising to achieve a related
set of objectives.
For example, the Statue of Liberty
was in fact completed through social
fundraising efforts when the project
ran out of money and the New York
government refused to cover the
shortfall. Going even further back,
in 1783 Mozart engaged in social
fundraising around three concerts
he wanted to perform and offered
to share his sheet music with donors
who assisted him financially. Across
Africa, rich examples of communities
supporting the development of
new enterprises and ideas can be
found by examining the practices
of savings and investments clubs,
like the stokvels of South Africa and
the Savings and Credit Cooperative
Organisations in Kenya.
Fast forward to present day and
this phenomenon has been greatly
bolstered by the advent of the
internet, which allows fundraising
initiatives to reach larger amounts of
people than ever before. The power
of online social fundraising lies in
the fact that it enables fundraisers to
cut out middlemen, such as banking
institutions, and appeal to their target
audience directly.

Consequently, the crowdfunding
industry now encompasses a
multi-billion dollar industry. In the
United States, the Jumpstart Our
Business Startups (JOBS) Act was
signed into law in 2012, opening up
the early stage equity marketplace
to individual investors, an arena
that was once only reserved
for accredited (high net worth)
investors. This act highlights the
importance that different players,
from government to business, are
placing on crowdfunding platforms
and how barriers to inclusion are
being lowered. Major businesses
are now incorporating crowdfunding
into their programming, from
Reddit allowing its users to
crowdfund projects on its website
to online giants, such as Amazon,
incorporating retail versions of
crowdfunding to allow multiple
people to pay for items.

Crowdfunding is the practice of
funding a project or idea by raising
capital from a large number of people,
usually through online platforms.
The first successful example of this,
dubbed “the inception of modern
day crowdfunding”, occurred in 1997
when a British rock band, Marillion,
decided to fundraise for a reunion
tour through America via an online
donation platform. This led to the
establishment of ArtistShare – an
online, crowdfunding platform
dedicated towards assisting artists
fund their work.

Since then, numerous
other platforms have
emerged, as the social
fundraising sector
continues to grow.
The world’s largest funding platforms
are Kickstarter and Indiegogo, along
with Seedrs and Crowdfunder, all
founded between 2007-2011. In Africa,
crowdfunding platforms include
Kiva, an international platform, and
Thundafund and StartMe, both based
in South Africa. These crowdfunding
business models often vary in terms
of repayment: some models utilise
“rewards” (products or services)
as compensation, while others use
interest-bearing or equity structures
to compensate investors.

Photograph: SiyaFunda, 2016

The market size was
estimated to be US$1.5
billion in 2011, and by 2014
this had grown to
US$10 billion.
Photograph: SiyaFunda, 2016

No longer situated solely in the
realm of individual pet projects
or charitable causes, social
fundraising’s growth has cemented
its place as a mainstream activity in
the financial world. As more NGOs
and corporates become aware
of its power to not only generate
funding but also strengthen
brand awareness and customer
engagement, its popularity and
application continues to expand.
Social Fundraising thus looks set
to stay and will surely continue
to evolve in line with the latest
technological trends.
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TO WATCH
RainFin:
RainFin was launched in 2012 in
Cape Town, as South Africa’s first
P2P lending marketplace. RainFin’s
goal is to reduce the costs of
traditional lending. RainFin provides
an online lending marketplace that
connects borrowers and investors
directly with the aim of providing
cheaper credit for borrowers and
better returns for investors. Lenders
have transparent access to a range
of borrower profiles and options
that have been assigned a risk rating
and potential return. Borrowers are
also provided with a transparent
service and access to multiple
investors. RainFin takes care of
borrower credit checks and protects
the confidentiality of sensitive
personal information.
Lendico:
This multinational peer-to-peer
lending platform directly connects
borrowers and investors. By
allowing borrowers to submit
personal loan applications
specifically tailored to individual
needs, the platform allows investors
to invest directly with those
individuals whose projects resonate
with them.
Zidisha:
Founded in Kenya, Zidisha is
the first online microlending
platform. By directly connecting
lenders and entrepreneurs, Zidisha
encourages open dialogue between
stakeholders. This allows lenders to
feel personally connected with the
entrepreneurs that they are funding.
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III. PEER TO PEER LENDING
Peer-to-peer lending (P2P lending)
is an alternative financial service
that involves lending money directly
to peers, or unrelated individuals,
without the intermediary assistance
of a bank or financial institution. As
a form of social fundraising, peer-topeer lending allows fundraisers to
cut out the middleman and appeal to
their target audience directly. Most
peer-to-peer loans are unsecured
(not backed or guaranteed by
assets), meaning more people
can access them, and can provide
borrowers with better terms than
they typically would get elsewhere.

P2P lending services
normally operate in
online marketplaces,
which bring together
lenders and
borrowers. These
marketplaces also
provide additional
services to facilitate
lending, such as
credit verifications,
lending models and
payment processing.

Interest rates and repayment terms
are set by various methods, including
reverse auction. P2P lending companies
typically charge fees on loans to
generate revenue, while lenders
generate income through interest.
The first notable company operating
a P2P lending model was Zopa in the
United Kingdom, which was founded
in 2005. This was followed in 2006 by
Prosper and Lending Club in the US.
In Africa, P2P lenders include Prodigy
Finance, RainFin, and Lendico. Zidisha
is the first global P2P lender, and is
managed by a nonprofit organisation in
the US.
The P2P lending model continues to
evolve, including the emergence of
oversight by regulatory agencies. In the
United States, P2P lenders have been
required to register as securities, which
has tightened the market to a certain
degree. However, the formalisation
of the practice has also allowed for
an increase in liquidity for investors.
Prosper and Lending Club, for example,
have formed partnerships to create
a secondary market for the notes
associated with their loans. Additional
trends in P2P lending are the entrance
of traditional banks as investors and
the set-up of provision funds, which
safeguard lenders from borrower
default.

Photographs: Karen Walrond, 2015
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Homestrings:
Homestrings is a user-driven
online investment platform that
facilitates diaspora and other
impact investing. It allows
individuals and institutional
investors to directly channel
their capital towards initiatives in
emerging markets. Homestrings
has pre-selected funds, bonds
and projects that meet strict
selection criteria for investment.
Investments target productive
areas in the community of the
investor’s choice and cover
a range of sectors including
infrastructure, health care,
education, real estate,
telecoms, transportation and
small enterprise financing. The
platform provides significant
levels of transparency around
what the diaspora are investing
into and what their investments
will be spent on.
LelapaFund:
Inspired by African diaspora,
the LelapaFund is dedicated
to creating a niche investment
platform focused on African
companies and driven by the
desire to tap into the potential
posed by Africans living abroad
who are able to contribute to
investor-led growth within their
home countries.
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IV. DIASPORA FUNDING PLATFORMS
Global remittances from individuals
in foreign countries to their
home communities are not a new
phenomenon: by the end of 2017,
they are projected to represent
US$603 billion of foreign capital
inflows. However, other than
direct remittances sent to family
members, members of the diaspora
are confronted by multiple barriers
in directing capital to their home
countries, such as lack of information,
transparency, and legal issues. There
has been an increasing interest among
development organisations and aid
agencies in harnessing the financial
resources of various global migrants
to fund development needs in their
countries of origin or heritage.
When referring to the African diaspora,
it is important to remember that these
are people living in a community outside
their shared country of origin who still
maintain strong ties to their homelands
or ancestral communities. These complex
and ever-changing communities typically
manifest the strong desire to invest back
home.
Diaspora funding platforms were
thus developed to provide a way for
the diaspora to invest impactfully
in their home countries. Diaspora
funding platforms, typically set up as
online portals, provide effective and
efficient avenues to connect diaspora
to investment opportunities, providing
a structured, transparent and reliable
way for the diaspora to invest in worthy
ventures back home.

Dedicated diaspora investment
platforms are still in the early stages of
development and most are in pilot phase.
Homestrings is the most recognised
example of a publically available platform
that is easily accessible to individual
expats, while Ovamba (a Homestrings
partner) target diaspora investors.
Moreover, the Calvert Foundation
is currently in the early stages of
piloting its diaspora bonds in India
and Latin America/Caribbean. Other
supporting players include Developing
Markets Associates, African Diaspora
Marketplace, and the International
Diaspora Engagement Alliance.

The African diaspora
is a largely untapped
resource for
development finance
purposes

Thus creating an investment vehicle for
them holds great potential and is an
opportunity to pool funds for (more)
systemic change. The scope for diaspora
investment growth is vast, with almost
140 million Africans living outside of
the continent. Remittances are the
second largest source of foreign capital
inflows after foreign direct investment
(FDI). In 2010, 2.6% of African gross
domestic product (GDP) was due to
such remittances. If proven effective,
transparent channels and platforms
for investment in emerging market
home countries are likely to grow as
more diaspora utilise them for impact
investment in their home countries.

Photographer: Stuart Price, 2013. AMISOM

“THESE COMPLEX AND EVER-CHANGING
COMMUNITIES TYPICALLY MANIFEST THE STRONG
DESIRE TO INVEST BACK HOME.”

TO WATCH
The Health Results Innovation
Trust Fund:
Launched in 2007, the fund was
created to to support results-based
financing (RBF) approaches in the
health sector. This fund has since
committed US$396 million for 36
Results Based Financing programs
in 30 countries, with the aim of
improving maternal and child health
around the world. It is supported
by the governments of Norway, via
Norad, and the United Kingdom,
via DFID, and is administered by the
World Bank.
Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunization (Gavi):
Gavi, the vaccine alliance,
brings public and private sector
stakeholders together to provide
vaccines to world’s poorest children.
Created in 2000, with a US$750 million
five-year pledge from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, the Gavi
model has been designed to leverage
not just financial resources but
expertise too, to help make vaccines
more affordable, more available and
their provision more sustainable,
by working towards a point where
developing countries can pay for them
themselves. Since inception, Gavi has
supported countries in immunizing up
to 580 million children.
Bolsa Familia Programme:
This Brazilian social welfare
programme provides financial
support to poor families; if there are
children, the families must ensure
that these children attend school
and receive vaccinations. The goal of
the programme is to reduce shortterm poverty by providing direct cash
transfers, and to reduce long-term
poverty by increasing human capital
via conditional cash transfers.
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V. OUTCOMES BASED FUNDING
An outcomes based contract is an
agreement between a funder and
service provider whereby payments
are contingent on the achievement
of pre-agreed, measurable
outcomes. This stands in contrast
to a traditional contracting where
funding is based on inputs and
activities regardless of whether
outcomes are achieved or not. These
funders are typically governments,
country donors, multilateral
institutions and philanthropic
foundations.

by funders to drive accountability
and performance from providers
delivering big development service
contracts. These payment-by-results
principles are rapidly being applied
to the financing of other sectors like
education, agriculture and access to
energy amongst others either as part
or all of the payment model. These
contracts come in multiple forms such
as advanced market commitments,
conditional cash transfers, resultsbased aid, inducement prizes and more
recently, Impact Bonds.

The benefits would include paying
only for what works which means that
all stakeholders work intentionally
and collaboratively toward that
end. Learning is accelerated with
short feedback loops and wasteful
expenditure minimized. Instead of
being tied to a set of inputs service
providers are able to adapt their
programmes according to real time
data leading to bottom up innovation.
It also drives down costs as providers,
being assessed on the same basis, can
create efficiencies within their own
delivery models to outperform the
competition.

Theoretically, this
shift in thinking
and practice from
compliance to
performance should
enable policy makers
to understand how
much social outcomes
cost and compare the
cost effectiveness
of different services
claiming to achieve
similar impact.

This is not a new concept and has been
used regularly in procuring goods
and infrastructure where outcomes
are highly tangible. In fact, financial
incentives have been built into service
contracts for decades, rewarding
service providers for results along
the spectrum between outputs and
outcomes. This has been particularly
notable in the health sector, where
results-based finance has been used

However, in this relatively immature
market there are still outstanding
questions around attribution, alignment
with country strategies and transaction
costs.
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1. Design Process in Action
Building on work done
through the UK-based Big
Society Capital, and its
development of a fund of
funds that has invested in
social investment finance
intermediaries with the
goal building capacity and
leveraging more capital into
impact investing, the Bertha
Centre and partners have
designed a similar structure
that has attracted its first
tranche of grant funding.

The South African
Government’s Jobs Fund has
committed R100 million that
will be distributed to three
Impact Investing SME funds
on the basis of jobs created.
In other words, the recipient
funds will need to invest their
limited partners’ capital in
order to create jobs at which
time they can draw down from
the grant facility.

DESIGN IN ACTION:

Concept: Pilot a new model for job and enterprise creation in priority areas by catalysing private
investment and strengthening SME sustainability while reducing risk to the Jobs Fund

Once a track record has been
established, the fund of funds

impact by creating hand-over
mechanisms between early
stage and growth capital
providers.

is hoping to attract grant
and investment capital from
international development
finance institutions as well as
local institutional investors.
In this way, public funds
are used to not only de-risk
investments into early growth
stage businesses but also
to leverage further funding
looking for social returns. This
would ultimately also serve
to increase the co-ordination
between capital committed to

Creating these linkages is key
to the development of the
impact investing industry, as
it would contribute towards
building a pipeline of
investable social enterprises,
a vital need if the industry
is to continue on its growth
path.

Ongoing stakeholder engagement – Jobs Fund, 7 Impact Investing funds, 3 DFIs
Government of
Flanders & National
Treasury funded
feasibility study
on suitability
of Social Impact
Bonds for Business
Development Services

+
De-Risking Green
SME early stage
investment funded
by World Bank’s
Market Connect
Programme

3 Principles:
1. Outcomes-based
payments
2. Non-prescriptive
risk capital
3. Blended Finance

PROTOTYPE
FUND OF
FUNDS
MODEL

Jobs Fund

Board of
Trustees

UCT: Bertha
Centre

Fund of
Funds

Frontier
Fund

Knife
Capital

Mergence
Investment
Managers

ASISA ED
Fund

Impact
SMME

Impact
SMME

Impact
SMME

Impact
SMME

Impact
SMME

Impact
SMME
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IMPACT BOND FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

2. Impact Bonds
Impact Bonds have received an
outsized amount of attention
considering their contribution
to results based finance let
alone development funding in
general. With approximately
60 impact bonds launched in
mainly developed countries,
and 90 more in feasibility
phase they account for less
than a percent of this total
spend.
They are one of the key pillars
of the recent Global Social
Investment Steering Group
particularly in view of their
potential to drive significant
amounts of non-traditional forms
of capital into social outcomes.
Currently they are used to fund
predominantly employment,
health, social welfare and
criminal justice related outcomes
but that is rapidly changing
as they are being applied to
problems such as the refugee
crisis or climate change.
Impact Bonds are an alternate
way of paying for outcomes
based contracts, where investors
provide capital to underwrite
social projects usually funded by
tax money and philanthropists.
If a project is successful as
measured against pre-agreed
benchmarks, the investor gets

a return on the economic value
created for government. If
the project is not successful,
investors lose their money.
Impact bonds enable smaller
NGOs and social enterprises to
raise working capital to finance
their programmes in anticipation
of achieving outcomes. The
money quite often comes from
socially motivated investors like
foundations, philanthropists
and development funds that
are prepared to shoulder the
financial risk associated with
early interventions. In this way
investors bring their capital
and private sector skills to
bear on intractable social and
environmental problems, capital
that would otherwise not have
been brought into this space.
The key for outcomes funders
is to ensure they use these
contracts to drive better results
from existing services, bring
together multiple stakeholders
to tackle complex problems, trial
new solutions or unlock savings.
That outcome funder in South
Africa and other middle income
countries will likely be a mix of
government and private donors,
who are engaging with Impact
Bonds in a portfolio of national,
local and municipal pilots.

Social Investor

One of the key challenges the
local market building efforts
face is the lack of reliable data
collection and the capacity of
service providers to deliver
on such contracts. The
intermediation that has become
a feature of Impact Bonds will be
required in these early stages to
help funders, service providers
and investors navigate from
feasibility to design right the way
through the implementation.
To this end the Bertha Centre
and Social Finance have been
working with the Western
Cape Provincial government
to design a R45 million Impact
Bond Fund addressing early
childhood development. The
fund has been set up to pay for
health (immunisation), nutrition
(stunting) and developmental
(cognitive, motor, language and
socio-emotional) outcomes in
children between the ages of 0-5
years.

Intermediary

Service provider
(Community health workers)

Outcomes Funder
(Public sector and private donors)

External
verification

Pregnant mothers and children 0-2 years

IMPACT BONDS AROUND THE WORLD
GLOBAL
Total value:

AFRICA
Average value:

>$300M ~$4.7M
>50 4.7 years
Number:

Average duration:

Total value:

Average value:

>$178M ~$25M
~7 years
Average duration:

8%
Education

Early childhood
development.

34%
Employment

Workforce
development.
Disease prevention.

11%
Criminal Justice
47%
Social welfare

Job creation.
Teacher
development.
Education.

TO WATCH

BWell Diabetes Prevention:
Launched in Israel in March
2016, this social impact
bond aims to help people
at risk of developing Type
II diabetes to make healthy
lifestyle choices to prevent
the onset of the disease.
Pre-diabetic individuals will
be referred to participate
in an intensive intervention
program, and success
will be measured by the
proportion of the cohort
that that are prevented from
developing Type II diabetes,
in comparison to a reference
population.
Educate Girls:
This development impact
bond was launched in
Rajasthan, India, in June
2015. The bond, a “proof
of concept”, is the first to
be piloted in a developing
country with a nongovernmental organisation
as outcomes funder, and
it aims to enrol more girls
in schools to improve their
educational and wider
life outcomes, as well as
improve the achievement
of all students enrolled in
government schools.
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05 WHERE DO WE GO

IF YOU’RE A…

THEN YOU COULD…

GOVERNMENT

• Identify priority outcome areas linked to government priorities that
might be good pilots for Innovative Financing

FROM HERE?

ALTHOUGH GROUNDBREAKING WORK HAS BEEN DONE IN THE INNOVATIVE
FINANCING SPACE FOR DECADES, IT DOES SEEM AS THOUGH WE ARE AT THE
BEGINNING OF A JOURNEY.

“Everything is
theoretically
impossible, until
it’s done. One
could write a
history of science
in reverse by
assembling
the solemn
pronouncements
of highest
authority about
what could not
be done and could
never happen.”
Robert A. Heinlein

The magnitude of the issues
and needs across every stratum
of society can still appear
overwhelming, and it seems
obvious that development
funding, government programs,
philanthropic capital and
mainstream markets cannot
adequately address these issues
in silos. The great promise
of Innovative Finance lies in
harnessing all forms of capital to
effectively address inequality,
unemployment, access to basic
services and renewable energy to
create an inclusive economy. To
fulfill this promise it will require
multi-stakeholder partnerships
of strange bedfellows,
business model innovation, risk
capital, failure, scale and the
commitment of pioneers and
traditionalists.
The Bertha Centre is
committed to being a partner
to organizations that are
walking down this road through
the creation of research and
curriculum, policy and advocacy,
and training. Through our work,
we have adopted an ecosystem
approach to building the
innovative finance market. We

collate knowledge on innovative
financing from around the world
and Africa, and distribute it
freely to stakeholders across
the market. We educate private
and public stakeholders through
courses, workshops, events
and conferences. And finally,
we create opportunities for
collaboration between public
and private, government and
NGOs, philanthropists and
traditional financiers through
the development of innovative
financing products and multistakeholder partnerships. We
encourage you to use us as a
resource in your own innovative
finance journey. We look forward
to walking this road with you.

If you’ve just
finished this review
and are wondering
what the next
steps for your
organization to get
involved, we have a
few suggestions.

Speak with your
peers
Get professional
advice and
training
Consult with
stakeholders
Become part of
a network of
similar entities
innovating in this
space
Identify outcome
areas that would
be good pilots
for Innovative
Financing
Try – Fail – Try
again

• Commission a policy paper on Innovative Financing to identify the
ways in which your funding could be used to leverage private capital in
these areas
• Hold workships with stakeholders to understand how Innovative
Financing mechanisms (including outcomes based funding) could
meet needs
FOUNDATION

• Seek out other foundations that have used Innovative Financing
mechanisms to understand their experience and potentially partner
with them
• Have discussions with grantees around how innovative financing
mechanisms might help them scale

HIGH-NET-WORTH INDIVIDUAL

• Identify and speak with other families that have created Innovative
Financing strategies
• Find a wealth advisor that offers impact strategies for your portfolio

CORPORATION

• Explore how your CSI could start employing innovative financing
instead of donations
• Include the idea of innovative financing in strategy discussions

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR

• Review your portfolio for current ESG and sustainable investments
• Find a wealth advisor or tell your current advisors you would like to see
impact options to review
• Consult with members of your funds to determine their priorities in
their communities

SERVICE PROVIDER

• Seek out peer organizations that have used forms of Innovative
Finance and learn from their experience
• Identify your capital needs as well as your underutilized assets
• Create a sustainability plan
• Speak to current funders about potential forms of financing

UNIVERSITY

• Conduct research into innnovative financing
• Engage stakeholders through workshops and meetings to identify
where more research is needed
• Create an innovative finance course for students

Glossary
Benefit Corporation
(B Corp) A Benefit
Corporation certification
signals that a for-profit
organization, although
focused on generating
revenues, also emphasizes
environmental and social
considerations, meeting
higher standards of
purpose, accountability and
transparency than standard
for-profits.
Blended Finance
Blended Finance is a
development finance
model that combines
concessionary loans or
grants, usually provided
by the public sector,
with private investment.
It aims to alleviate the
development funding
constraint by de-risking
investments into the sector
and directing more private
capital towards projects
or geographies that would
otherwise be perceived
as too risky for traditional
investors.
Blended Value Investing
This type of investment
strategy aims to maximise
both profits and
philanthropic objectives,
seeking both financial
returns and social impact.
Examples of blended value
investing include impact
investments and corporate
social responsibility
spending.
Blended Value Products
These products combine
consumption with charity,
whereby consumers are
actually donating to social
causes through their
purchases. As opposed

to voluntary donations
to charity which are
standalone contributions,
these products include the
donated amount in their
price. For example, the
Toms shoe company is well
known for its blended value
products, as they donate
a pair of shoes to charity
for every pair purchased by
customers.
Blended Value
Proposition (BVP)
BVP is the concept of
blending an organisation’s
financial and non-financial
value. Thus, a company’s
focus on economic value
cannot be separated
from its focus on social or
environmental value – it is
“fundamentally indivisible.”
Bond
A security evidencing
the issuer’s obligation to
repay a specified principal
amount on a date certain
(maturity date), together
with interest either at a
stated rate or according to
a formula for determining
that rate. Bonds are
distinguishable from notes,
which usually mature in
a much shorter period of
time.
Business Incubators
Business incubators assist
emerging enterprises
to survive the start-up
phase and to develop
into operationally and
financially self-sustaining
businesses. Business
incubators offer access
to funding, networking
opportunities, business and
technical assistance and
access to facilities. Business

incubation is the vehicle
used to ensure that SMMEs
develop into competitive
and successful businesses,
which contributes positively
to an emerging economy.
Carbon Funds
A carbon fund is an
intermediary that purchases
unused greenhouse gas
emission credits from
low carbon projects in
developing countries and
sells them to governments
or private companies in
developed countries.
Members of the carbon
fund are allocated their
share of the credits
according to their
contributions.
Challenge Fund
A challenge fund is a simple
financing mechanism to
allocate funds. Its core
feature is the open and
competitive application
process, providing
successful applicants
a once-off, limited
duration grant to help
them overcome risks and
uncertainties that inhibit
the pioneering of new
approaches. Disbursements
are made to a limited
number of applicants that
offer the greatest potential
of success and long term
impact.
Civil Society
Organisations (CSOs)
- CSO is a broad term,
describing organisations
that work to further the
purposes and interests of
civil society as a whole. The
term includes charities,
trusts, foundations,
advocacy groups, and

national and international
non-state associations.
CSOs are generally
non-profit organisations
however are now often
social enterprises which do
generate profits.

Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding is the
practice of funding a
project or idea by raising
capital from a large number
of people, usually through
online platforms.

Community Health
Insurance
Community health
insurance is a
microfinancing system
aiming to extend health
protection to excluded
groups and ultimately
reduce government
healthcare expenditure in
the long-run. Leveraging
off the sense of community
spirit often prevalent
these rural or informal
areas, community health
insurance requires minimal
but regular contributions
from residents and is often
subsidised by governments,
foundations or other impact
investors.

Debt
This is money loaned to an
organisation that must be
repaid. Just like a normal
bank loan made to a
business or individual, the
investor aims to get their
money back plus interest.

Convertible grants
Based on performance and
linked to milestones, these
convertible grants can be
converted to a loan at a
later stage or vice versa
Credit Enhancement
Financing tools - such as
letters of credit, lines of
credit, bond insurance,
debt service reserves, and
debt service guarantees
- that improve the credit
quality of underlying
financial commitments.
Credit enhancements
have the effect of lowering
interest costs and
improving the marketability
or liquidity of bond issues.

Development Impact
Bond (DIB)
This is a form of a SIB,
except private parties pay
for outcomes instead of
government. Such parties
include foundations or
Development Finance
Institutions (DFIs).
Diaspora Bond
These are low-interest rate
loans funded by people or
organisations interested
in specific geographies,
usually within their country
of origin. They are normally
specifically targeted at
a country’s emigrant
populations.
Double Bottom Line
An operating strategy
emphasizing financial and
social impact related profit
simultaneously.
Eco-backed security
This is a security supported
by environmental assets.
In other words, the
security’s revenue stream
is generated from green
assets and examples
include the income
produced from forest

management, nature
conservations or wind
farms. The funds could
also come from the sale
of public goods such as
rainfall or timber.
Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG)
Similar to the Triple Bottom
Line, ESG is an investment
strategy that aims to
account for environmental,
social and corporate
governance issues when
doing business. The aim
is to achieve sustainable,
ethically sound impact for
society.
Equity
This is providing working
capital (ie. funding) to an
organisation in exchange
for a portion of ownership
of the organisation. This
can be thought of as shares
of the company. The appeal
for the investor is that if the
company makes a profit,
then so too does anyone
with a portion of equity.
The investor can also sell
their shares later for profit.
Grants
This is the traditional
donations-style support,
where money is simply
given to the organisation.
The investor doesn’t
expect to get it back, they
have no expectation of
financial return (profit),
only expectations of social
return (impact).
Impact Investing
Impact investing seeks
to generate both social
change and a financial
return on investment. This is
a very broad category that
includes various formats

of financing, including
debt-financing (providing
loans, patient capital etc)
and equity-financing.
Impact investments can
be made in both emerging
and developed markets,
and target a range of
returns from below market
to market rate, depending
upon the circumstances.
Matched Funding
This is the funding raised
through the process of
lobbying government
to match however
much money private
organisations or NGOs are
able to raise for specific
projects
Microfinance
Microfinance is the practice
of providing basic financial
services, such as savings
accounts, money transfer
facilities and the lending
small loans, to unemployed
or low-income individuals
who would not normally
have access to such services
and are not involved in the
formal economy.
Patient Capital
This refers to capital lent
out for longer periods of
time (and sometimes lower
rates of repayment) than
usual and which seeks to
maximize social as opposed
to financial return.
Security
A security, which is often
presented as a certificate
or similar legal document
indicating ownership, is
an instrument that has
some financial value and
can be sold or bought
by participants in a
marketplace. Securities

commonly fall into two
categories – debt (bonds)
and equity (stocks).
Social Economy
This refers to the sector of
the economy comprising of
not-for-profit institutions,
social enterprises, coops
and stokvels, but can also
include cooperatives,
mutual benefit societies,
associations and
foundations. All of these
organisations produce
goods and services with the
aim of creating both social
and economic value.
Social Enterprise
The main aim is to create
social value rather than
maximise profits and
unlike a not-for-profit
organisation, a social
enterprise produces goods
and services to generate
revenues and cover its
expenditures. It can also
generate income via grants
and donations.
Social Entrepreneur
A social entrepreneur uses
market-based solutions to
tackle pressing socioeconomics issues. Their
business acumen and
social enterprises are the
vehicles through which
these change agents
promote social innovation
and disrupt the way markets
currently work, with the
aim of achieving social
objectives.
Social Impact Bond (SIB)
This is a financial
mechanism that operates
on the basis on paying for
outcomes as opposed to
inputs. Taking the form
of a contract between

governments and social
service providers, an
external investor will
provide the upfront capital
for the required services to
be delivered.
Social Innovation
This is the application of
innovation – the creation
of novel solutions that are
effective, efficient and
sustainable – to address
key social issues and create
value for society as a whole
Social Innovators
These are the people or
entities that drive social
innovation forward.
Social Impact Insurance
Social Impact Insurance
is an insurance platform,
which originated in
recognition of the need
for potential investors and
financial institutions to
measure the risk attached
to social impact projects or
social impact organizations.
It aims to provide risk
mitigation products and
services to address the
challenges faced within
the social impact industry,
which hinders the flow of
financing within the social
impact value chain.
Socially Responsible
Investment
This is an investment
strategy that integrates
environmental, social
and governance (ESG)
and ethical issues into
the financial analysis and
investment process, so as to
create both economic and
societal value.

Social Stock Exchange
This is similar to standard
stock exchanges such as
the JSE or NYSE, however
the shares are being sold
are in social enterprises.
Investors seek out those
organisations who have
resonating missions or who
are working towards causes
they support.
Themed Bond
This is a bond that seeks
to raise funds around
a specific theme such
as water, green energy
or affordable housing.
Investors who put money
into such bonds do so on
the agreement that the
funds will be spent on
initiatives in these specific
areas.
Triple Bottom Line
An operating strategy
emphasizing financial,
social and environmental
impact simultaneously.
Venture Philanthropy
This form of philanthropy
provides not only
financial support but
non-financial support to
social organisations. The
fundamental objective of
venture philanthropy is to
achieve high social return,
create eco-system change
and enable non-profit
organisations and social
enterprises to become
sustainable.

